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CBM lMICDskDr-olNciw. JD) . .511900

CBMlMtll&skDrtviMNoww/JDI S129OO

CBM 1171 Disk Dnvs (Honunuiaciureil w/JO) CALL
CVDFD-2000 (BOOK and 1 6 MR) $1/900

C"/D FD Jloal-T.mo-Clo:K Option S3500

Bo«Of 10. High Donsily Hskld 6MB) SU95

Bo« 0110. Entuncod Density Disks (31 MB) E29 K)

HD KIT (Controller, Cast), PS. Manual. Serial CBI ) S219.00

HD 1000. 1GB (Special Edition) S4J9 00
KD-3000. PGBIEpcCial Edition) $549 OC

HD-30OO. 3 GB (Special Edrlion) SS69 00
HD-HOOO. * GB (SpoclBl EOiliooJ S7J3 0O

SuperCPU&i $17900
SuoerCPU 64 w/SuDOrRAM (no RAM inslalWdl ...,S2t900

SuperCPU64™.'SuMrRAM|4MB) S25J 00
SuoerCPU 64 w/SuPC'RAM (B MS) . S278 ~>

SuperCPU 64 w/SuporRAM (16 MB) 5316 ia)

SipcrCPU 128 5239 CO

SLperCPU 123 m/SuperRAM (no SAM mstailoO) 5279 00
SupciCPU 12S wiSuporFWM (4MB) E314 00

SuperCPLJ 12S w:SuperRAM (BWIB) S33BO0

SuperCPU laSm.'SuporHAM (16MB) S378OO

SuserHAM Card (no HAM inslallOIl) 579 00
SupcrRAM Carill4MB) SI 14 00

SuporRAMCaraiSMBI ......5139 00
SuperRAM CaroMISMB) S179.O0

THE HOTTEST UPGRADE
CREATED F0R GE0S

Monitors (40 column and -10/00 column) CALL

Apiotok a.Way Usm I'oM Enpanoor S30 M

Aprotok JsorPon Ewonsion Caoro S19M

C-6-l Computer (Homnnulaa-jred. w.'JB !■ PS) S99 00
C-64C Compulor (Fioitianulacturml. wAJD * PS) .SlOaOO

C-G-C Comoutor (Now) SI39 00

SX-64 Ccmoulor (flwnanulailurod w/JDl . . $299.00

C-128 Computers CALL
CISfi'DComputorsiRonianutflClurodw/JD) CALL

C-M/64C PomerSuop1* (Now. 1 7 Amp ) S29 CO
C-WBJC RopalraKoPS (Now. t 7 Amp.) .. . S39CO

C-6-WJC HeBvy Duly RopairaElo PS (Nam, CMO) S6J 35
C-1S8 ntopairaDio Power Suppi (Now. CMD] 564 95
C 128D Insornal PovWH SuWJly (Now) 339 00
154l-ll't681/RLvl f'onci Supply [Now. 1 Amp ) S35 00

CMDEX2-13Po<tCaruidgoPoriE>pamlei SMM

CMOEXSaPortConiiogo Port EipanOor .. .S34.M

CMOGooCatllellPtinlCalJlc6!UlS1t . -S34 96'339g5

CMDSega-styloGa™c3alorC-6Jil2a ... . S2J.95

CMD SnunWouss (1351 ComooliOlO Maise) .... $49.95
Flip'n'Filo 85 &Sk HOW (5 25incti.| S5-95
Floppy Disks (J5p3Cil0'DSDDSS5.nc1 I ... S10 00

InfcwPSI Light Pen MmjcI 170C 575 00

Momlor CaBICS CALL
Cannon BJC-1400 Color Inkjel Punier (Roliiro) S1T9M

Panaion.cKXP-llSOgpini'^nlo' S199C0

Panasonic K»P-?130 24 pinbiVJ Printer (OaluiD) 5199 00
Panason.r; KKP-2130 24-pin Color (Rahul!) ... S299 CO

Panasonic KXP-2130 24-pin Primer (BW) S329 CO
PanasonicKXP-21302-1'pmColor Printer . SJ23M

Smarilino C-600 Printer Intorfaco S10.00

liAMLnk Baso Model (OMB. Mo JlAMCiud) S169 00

RAMlinSnv/lMBRAMCafalSpociall) I209M

RAMUnkwMMBHAMCailljSpeGial!) S249 00

RAMLmkw/16MBHAMCaid(Soociall) J369OO
RAMCard HTC OCtion/Alter Market Kit . . S10O0/S10O0
RAMLink Ballery Back-up (Optional) S24.9S

Parallel Caole (BAVlLink to HD) S19 95

II you'vo been wailing for GEOS lo gel beller. fasle: and more

efficient, your wail is over1 Click Here Soltware's Wheels lakes

GEOS lo the nexl level, with full integrated support lor all Ihc

lalesl hardware. Wheets3\so adds many features not previously

available in GEOS, as well as some lhal could only be had by

buying or adding other utilities and palches. GEOS is really going

someplace, and it has iJie IWieeteto get there!

Wheels64 §36.00 Wheeis128 $40.00

Mmimjmreqj«enientsforWrieels:GEOS64vE.OorGEOS12Bu2.0.1511

or 1571 disk drive, mouse or joystick, and 12BK or larger F1AM o<p^ndor.

Ban* Street Writer S12 00

Cadsa* 64 (Abacus) S22O0
CadpaK 12B(Aoacua) S2SO0
Chanpak 64 (Aeaoal $17.00
Cnjrtpak 126 (Abacus) SJ5 00
Data Manager 64 (TtmeworW) S1600

GoDot KW96
IPaint*1.5(128.eOCOl 64KVDC) S39O0

IPcrtvl5J(t2e.90-C0i.64KVLX:)) S2900

Personal Portfolio Manager (AQacus) $16 00

RUN ProSustrvily Pakl.ll. orIII <Spee.ty> SI600
HUN Super Staler Pah 1S41 or 1681 SWOO

RUNWorks $2000
SEC Crwck Rag.s!or 12S $5000

Superscript 128 (Pr03»on) SZOOO
Suoerbase 64 Vor&iCfl 3 01 (PrecwOn) . S35 00
SgCSrCaSO 12BVorsion 301 (Precision) $35 00

SftittCal; 64 (Tirrcwjorhs) $16 M
TVJS64w«pcller(Bjsy Boo) $29 00
™rS12Sw/SDei!er (Busy Boo) $39 00
TVJS Modulus (HO/RLjI i lustra tor I oactiSS.OO

I^fovaterm
version 9.6

Join the Telecommunications Revolution... get

on the Information Super Highway TODAY/

Ensy-I&use - navce user conliguraMri

? UUencode and UUdecwlB

Big Blue noador W.IO (SOGWAP)

CMD Utilities

JillyMON-SJ (ML Monitor) .

S33 00

S24.95
$19.95

BASIC 64 Compiler (Abacus) SI7.00

BASIC 1ES CompillM (Abacus) S26.CO

Blitl! 64 Compiler (Skylos) S30.C0

Bu0dy64/l?Q Assembler S33.W
Cobol 64 (Abacus) J17.KJ

Pascal 6i (Abacus) Sl'M
Powor C (StJinnaker) S19.00

AprolskCcm-Moden Acapler (lor 0«1. modem) S19 00
AprusekConvMoaomAaaptei Cable $895
Commoaorc 1670MoOcm(1?Mbaud) S1995

V.oacm (9-26) 0' Nul -Moflom Cabio (9'9 or 3-tS) ■ . $9 9b
Nottnorm 9.0 (specify 3 S" or S 25") S29.96

Turbo332 CartnOcjo (Up to IISKbpS) S39.05

USR Sponsw 33 6KBps FnicMoftom SIG9.00
USR Sporsicr Faxmodem w'rurl>o232 * Cnblo .. 5199 00

ASCII o PETSC1I and PETECII la Irai.

=rolKai 5uppon Zmoetem up/download.

reiurnt (cnid mcovery). slraiming lo

bufle-r. Vmodem oalcri. Ymodem-g.

Kmodeflvlk. Xmodem-lk-gito buliei).

Xmawm-C RC.PurKer: Ksimi. VKradem

■ Supports High Speed Interlaces tike

Ti.rbo232 lor speMs up to 230Kbps

■ SupportsA!.S!coWgrajflics VT102,aiid

VT52 in 60 cot Plus Commotac color

graphes and flNSI color. All emulation

modules now loud liom one window

Just $29.95
(Specify 5.25" or 3.5' disk)

CollclW Utilities (Handy G005 UtintHK)

Desk Pock F'lus

□nooiils G'oaMSI Kits (W»T«
FONTPACK Plus

gatoWay64 o' l2fl|Spccili'Version)

gooBAEtC

gOOCOlC 64/129

C

St9 95

Q

oecFAX

) $3Q 00
$25 00

S2995

S2O.00

S40OO.'SJ5OO

529 CO

S33 95

g

geoMakeBoot (Mafces BootatM cop.os)

geoProgrammor

P

$12.95

g

GEOS64v20

GEOS 12B v2 0

OOOSMELL V2 2 (CLItor GEOS)

Inieinmonal FONIPACK
PoiTeCt Puns LQlorGEOS (UEQi'likO outpul) ..

RUN GEOS Companion

DUN GEOS Power I'ok I or II (Spocily) .

Whocls 64 (GEOS Ucg'ado, reQ GEOS 64 v2 0)

S40 00

S440G

$49 DO

S24.96
SZ500

SJ9 95

S20.00

S20 CO

.. S36 GO

Alonwio .,„. $17.00

Ballistn -,. S13 00
Chomp) $10 00

Cut Throats! $10.00
Day in Iho bio of Pretustoric Man $19 00

Escape Rnuto 519.00
Felony SIOOO

Frogoer SIOOO

GrandPniCircuit . $1000

Guo'iua SIOOO
Haiaoan $10 00
Heavenbounn _ $19 55
Island cf tne Dragon $19 00

Joroanvs B.U OnoonCtle $10 00
Kings of me Beasti $10 00

Ljohs of !ne Universe $19 95

Mamlramo .. $1300
Mean Stronts $10 00

Menace S1S0O
HUN C6i Gamepak or C126 Funpak (Spocily) S10 00

SkaleorDic S1300
Tno President Is Missing! SIOOO

TnoThrco Stooges ■ .SIOCO
Tic Brosk Tennis S16C0

Tosai Eclipse SIOOO
Waiketi S19K)
War in Mi3dle Earth SIOOO

Wings dI Circe S19.K)

Neis tastpr 60 ccdu^r rrv>^s Sofl-flOon

C-Miinhanced scrolling */BEU); »M

2> or ZS-line C-1 IB VDC B&col. mods

Use any memory dnict ai a Buflir

including l?u REU. RAMLmk psUion.

GeoRAU. C128 VDC. BBGRAU. and

internal C64 rr.emcfy

Mew tail CiptutelOJlures Capture tenon-

line and store n any devto, Higti-speed

Iranslets d.rectty in!3 mermrj1 and no*

retain Butler contents with battery/power

backed RAM devices such as RAMLink

Enhanced lull featured Text editor con

now load/save files from the buffer Vti

has an initialed scrot compiler.

Script language lor ouomalic operalons

S mpioUUS modu ■ dial-md™r.loadinn

SuppofB real-llnw ekw kn In C MO d«» Ic o i

- All new user's manubI

JiffyDOS
Increase Disk Access Speed by up to 1500%

While Retaining 100% Compatibility!

JiHyOOS 64 System S39.00

Includes JilfyDOS C64 Computer

ROM ami one JilfyDOS drive ROM.

JiMyDOS64cSysiem E39.00

Ircludes JilfyDOS C&ic Computer

ROM and oie J^HyDOS e^.ve HOM

JifiyDOS SX64 System S39.00

Ir.cludes JiflyOOS SX54 ComDulei

ROManaEX154i dflvo HOM

JIMyDOS 128 Syilem SJ9.00

Includes JillyDOS C128 Computer

ROMs ana one JillyDOS *we ROM

JiHyDOS 128D System S49.00

induces Jilt/DOS C12BD Computer

ROM an3 15710 drive ROM

JifiyOOS Drive ROMs S19.00

Ava':ab;elorCorn-noc;to 1541.1871.

1501 ano1 mDSC CDr-pal : cs

Shipping and Handling Charges

Oigimasissr S3J.95

StD Symphony Stuidn Cartridgo 344 95
Or Tt Cagod Artist or AlgoryihmicComposer $t5 00

Aa von lure a w/Fractions (nrjos 10-lfl)

Eipedilions(.loose-!!))

Pio-RoaomQ (ages3-7)

spoiling fisn (agei B-13)
Tne GlrissCompuier (ages 1^+>

ThoMarhotPlaco(agose-14)

Wneiem Europe is Carmen SanDiogo7 .

Wnerem IhD WDrlQisCarmonSonDicgo1

$15 00

$1500

$1500

sis 00
S1500

S15.00

$29 00

Anatc^iy of tne 1541 S8K1
C-64 Scio^co S EiigmeBiina SBCC

CIBBCompuHjr Aided Dosijn J8 CO

C1JS BASIC Training Guido SOW)
Commodoro &-: Tnc\.5andTlcs SBCQ
Compiler Design a implementation tor ina C6J SB 00

3S0S Prcgrammors Reforanco GuiOO .. S28 00
Graphics Book lor lhnC-64 5B0Q

H.tchhikersGuidetoGEQS S2BO0
ueas lor Use en Vour c-6-1 ... $8 00
Printer Bat* lor lr» CM $800
Mapping the C64 $8 00

••• All Major Credit Cards Accepted

Mastercard • Visa • Discover • American Express

Order Subloifll

S0Q1 lo $19.93

£Z0 00loS29.0tt

5J0 OU 1O SVJ 'it

£150 00 to £293.95

$300 00 [O S 79 9.99

sooo oo ana uo

■arm-

Ground

:;:;

SW.TB

IS.7S

SI 1.00

SI6.O0

521 00

Ina

LJ.fv

CA1.I.

CALL

I. All

CALL

CALL

CALL

UPS 2nd

Day Air

S16OO1

SI?. 50'

SSI.00-

S30 00-

S4! 00-

S5S00-

UPSC-O-D-MdlS.oorUSonly)

Air Parcol

Pniil

ts.oo

S7.00

SI 00

S20.00

J25 DO

538 50

AlrMmlm

UPS

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

(jni i

CMD
Creative Micro Design*. Inc.

PO B^x 646 Info: (J13| 52

East Longmeadow, MA 01028 Fax: (413) 525-0147

Visit our Web Site at http://www.cmdweb.com/

' Omer snipping methods avaiisoie Can for details

POLICIES: CUO acceots Ma;oi Crettl Cards. Money Orders. COD aim
Personal Checks Personal Checks arene-0'3vii;ek5 Cuslomens responsive

lor sniooi^g CPnrgos on retuseC packages Uosl items art uock. coniflCI CMD

lor lirm dci'very Returns lor J^ercf.ariC'5e credil only with.n 30 fl.iy^ Aiin pi.OJ

BuVionzBUDn C(ec :s ere ress sr*rpp ng. lancing, laxes. customs. ttirhCE. ana

a lS"o resioome cr".a'ge fJo ic'uncs or c^oc'ilson oponec soflwaro. A!i p:lccs

ana speculations are subject so cnangewithoi:! notice CMD Business Hours

(Oraers) M-F. 9AM-5 30PM EST (Tecfl Sassort) M-F. 1PM-S30PM EST.
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Into

retirement

with the C64

Greetings.

Hard limes have come for Hie gamers among us: New releases

have became rare. Although most games show a high standard of

quality, they're not sufficient joystick fodder for a real player -

there are simply loo few.

Youjusi loo easily forget all the games getting dusty in your own

diskbox. Many of you have collected lots and lots of games

through the years, but never really spent any significant time

with them. Bui, is there anything more enjoyable than silting

down on a cosy winter evening to have a closer look at all those

great pieces of software you never had time for? There are

thousands of games for the C64, with many a pearl among them.

Games with timeless concepts and innovative designs you hardly

find on today's PC or even the PlayStation. The only innovation

today is in graphics, to sell off the newest Comtnand&Conquer

clone, and raise the producers' profile margin.

One important thing to note is that people on the C64 were

mostly enthusiasts. People like Manfred Trenz were writing

games that are still without competition on the PC today. Even

today, there are still people with visions, realizing their concepts

on the machine that reached the masses, making computers

commonly presentable.

In the future, along with the new releases, we will continue to

present you aged games that didn't meet due attention at the time

of their release - often witiiout reason, as we find. Some classics

will be presented as well, especially ones that are nearly

forgotten, but still worth a play.

With this in mind, it surely won'l be as hard to wait for new

games. After all, a good thing needs its lime, and some new hit

games are in the making already - just have a look at the news

column.

Recently at a meeting, a first hour's enthusiast who's not active

anymore today, told me, "i'll never give my C64 away. Right

now, I'm already looking forward to trying out all those games

when I'm retired."

Why wait until then'.' Gel to your C64 today and see what you

missed!

Helmut Bieg and Volker Rust

News from D2-SMS-Service

The BTX offer from Malting will go into effect on 12/31/99, and so the

SMS offer from Mannesman:! is over. Likewise, I:UN will end its BTX-

EMail-Gateway: Email from Telekom is not available with Mega-Online or

the BTX-Module. Wolfgang Grimm is noi planning any future development

of his BTX-Pecoder "Mega-Online", (si)

Year 2000 Patches

Werner Weichl is planning an adaptation of GeosLQ and TextPrint for

MegaPatch 3. Additional information will come shortly. (M)

RE-System for the REU

Johannes Schultze-Oeehlering has released some new software for bis RE-

System for the REU. The software is a fast access system for programs

which reside in the REU. After starting the server program at ihe press of a

key, all programs are ready lo be executed. Up until now it was easy to

forget the hotkey list of the 32 programs which could be stored; the

serverscreen solves this problem nicely with an onscreen list. Work is being

done to create a version of the RE-Sysiem that will work with the CP/M

operating system, (st)

Disk Contents For GO64! Disks

Peter Karlsson, from Sweden, has drawn up a list of ihe contents of the

CiOM! coverdisks, complete with a table of contents and Illustrated cover.

They are in postscript formal and are available for free download from:

http://www.softwolvc5.pp.se/cbm/e64-sleeves/

(SI)

New Literature Concerning Computer Hackers

Due to the success of the book "Haekcrland - Das Logbuch dcr S/.ene"

(llackcrland - The Logbook of the Scene) Denis Moschiito and Evrim Sen

are in the process of writing the sequel. "Hackertalcs". which will contain

stories from the lives of computer hackers, hi contrast lo the purely factual

"llackerland", Ihe sequel presents the information in a both a literary and

sensational way. In this book, the authors prcseni tales of their own life

experiences as well as what they have achieved legitimately, (st)

Correction

The given lelephon number in issue 11/1999 of Oliver Biasin (Commodore

Connection Line) is wrung. The correct address must be:

Oliver Biasin

Schwalbenberg 15

91220 Schnaittaeh

Germany

Tcl/FAX +49 9153 - 1831

Connection-Line@gmx.dc

http://homc.t-onlinc.de/homc/mysoft/ccl.htm



WORLD WATCH
5

by Rawer Buchty

This month's focus: Co-Processor? |

HELLO

WORLD/
jusi what is really the difference between a

C64 and a modem computer system? Al firsi

sight, I admit that this may seem an odd

question to ask. After all, everyone knows

thai even today's liny PDAs (also called

palmtops) pack more computing power than

our bieadbOX. However, let's not be fooled by

bare MHz numbers, for here, loo, the saying

'not nil tliat glitters is gold' bolds true. In

spite of an identical clock rate, AMD's K6

processors will always be slower under

certain circumstances than Pentium Us al Ihe

same clock rate. The secret behind tliis is the

mathematical co-processor, also known as

the FPU {Floating Point Unit) - which is

exactly what 1 would like to discuss in this

issue's World Watch.

FPU-What's that for?

Let's have a look at one of today's typical

computer games. With all iliat technical

brilliance, a game is still nothing but

mathematical battles being waged - vector

geometries, ray tracing, light diffraction, and

many others. These effects require a vast

number of multiplications and divisions

every second. Things really get complicated

when objects are to be rotated, since the

trigonometrical functions (sine, cosine,

tangent) then also join the party. The fun

really starts when you also have a high

resolution. In this case, you have to be really

precise; otherwise truncation errors will

inevitably catch the viewer's attention.

But it doesn't always have to be one of the

current high-tech games. What is the first

thing a demo program writes into the

memory? Correct - a sine table. What really

eats computing time when doing vector

geometry? The multiplications. On the other

hand, an 8x8 hit multiplication table would

be too big (64KB) to be kept in the RAM.

That should be reason enough to have a look

at where and how a mathematical co

processor can be attached to the C64.

Major Problems

The heart of Ihs C64 is the 6510, a

descendant of the 6502 processor family.

Commodore really loved these processors,

and this was because they had, together with

MOS Technologies, the possibility' to produce

these processors in ever new variations (6502.

6504, 6510, 7501, 8501). What made this

processor really appealing in those days was

the fact that creating a multi-processor

system with it was very easy. This is because

the 6502 is a quite frugal processor. It

accesses the bus only during half a cycle.

Commodore made use of this in their IEEE

disk drives, in which, roughly put. one

processor handles hardware control while the

other docs the communications. They also

took advantage of it in their computers, so

that, as is commonly known, the V1C-U is

active during the half of the cycle the 6502

doesn't use.

That's quite good. However, the 6502 lacks

an interface for connecting a co-processor,

like the one the 6NOO0 (Amiga) has. Those

who believe that the 68000 is that much older

are mistaken; actually, both are but a few

years apart. Though they are almost the same

age, a fiSOOO has the opcodes to include co

processors while a 6502 doesn't have such

opcodes. Consequently, a co-processor can't

be accessed using reserved opcodes. But is

this true'.'

Sick Minds also Brood...

...and sometimes even get results. Let's

imagine there is some circuitry (pre

processor) silting between CPU and memory

and taking in the CPU's reading orders to the

memory. If the memory returns a valid 6502

opcode (before everyone siarts shouting for

LAX - globally accepted illegal opcodes are

also valid, of course), this will be sent to the

CPU. If that is not the case, a FPU of

whatever kind will be given that command

while the CPU receives NOl's instead, during

the FPU command's execution.

Certainly a good idea, but there are do/ens of

problems connected to it. The pre-processor

has to be able to distinguish between an

opcode fetch and a data byte. It also needs to

be faster than the CPU, because in that period

of lime in which the CPU simply wants to

read the opcode, the prc-processor noi only

has to recognize this fact, but it also has to

read the opcode and interpret it. The

respective reply to the CPL' has to be

delivered just in time within first half of the

cycle.

The advantage of this scheme is certainly the

co-processor's transparent integration, that is,

it is not taking up any memory and can be

accessed directly by its own. discrete

commands. 1 don't have to point out ihe

catch, do I?

There has to be a Simpler Way!

And there is. WliaL are the essential contents

of such a co-processor? Tables, tables, and

some more tables. Memory has become

cheap these days; a single lil'ROM can

contain up to 1 MB. So why should we keep

being slingy about if? Considering ibis, we

could have a little hardware module offer the

following functions, for example:

- sine, cosine, and tangent, each normed to a

certain range, as well as a domain of 0-255

instead ofO-1 or 0-359 degrees

- multiplication table NxH bit

- division table 8x8 bit

- addition and subtraction tables, which

would allow, for instance, for an addition/

subtraction like A=A I /-X via LDA mytab.X.

The only catch is that we have to access the

EPROM data somehow. For simplicity's

sake, we make use of the I/O area. Some

logics are needed around it. but ihe means by

which 64KB can be accessed using few

registers lias already been exemplified by ihe

CI28's VDC. We can use segment registers

(has anybody said INTEL?). By means of a

segment register, we pick the desired table,

which is mapped into the memory one page

at a time. Then the desired data is accessed

using simple indexed addressing. In order to



access several 64KB ;iddress areas (the

multiplication table needs 64KB all by itself),

we need a second segment register. Too

complicated'.' Let's have another look at a

graphic which describes the tables" memory

integration into the C64 memory map:

And Who Cares?

That is llie basic question. Is something like

this really of interest for the C64 user'.1 Of

course, such a module would be useful only

if the software exploits it. This is why 1

would like to ask here if there is interest in

such a module. This is just a conceptual

sketch at the moment, but it certainly has

potential for development... If there is

interest.

Therefore, call! Send me your opinion via e-

mail (rainer@buchty.net)

Adress

SdeOO

SdeO1

SdfOO-Sdff!

Or as code:

CLR SdeOO

CLR $deO1

LDX #$40

LDA SdfOO.X

Register Function

segment register 1 selection of functions collection

segment register 2 selection of function

data area f(x)

; select SIN/COSn"AN

; select SIN

; 'compute' the sine of 90 degrees

Alternatively for multiplication:

LDA #S01

STA SdeOO

LDA #factor1

LDX #factor2

STA SdeOI

LDA SdfOO.X

; select multiplication

; do multiplication

We want our email!
Put radically, this could be the mono of our

campaign. We the staff of the GO64!/

Commodore World Magazine are planning to

improve communication between all C64 fans,

as nowadays very few still have a next-door

neighbor who has got a C'64, 100. "Swapping"

CM software by way of diskette letters has losi

much of its attraction due to a lack of new

publications. The electronic letters that were

written with Notemaker and added to the

Software on the discs are a complete waste of

postage if you don't have any software to send

them along with.

One way of gelling into contact again is to

communicate via e-mail, but now the last

possibility of sending e-mails with BTX, Which

could be used by C64, has expired in Germany.

The reason is that #Fun'. the only BTX

provider allowing this option has announced its

retreat from business. In the US, Genie recently

closed their e-mail accounts. PJ'P dialers and

TCP! P stacks for C64s are not available yet, so

it is impossible to log on at many providers,

'fhe provider would need to oiler one of llie few

UNIX shell accounts that can hardly be found

anymore.

But there is in fact a way out of this dilemma;

Some mailbox providers (BUS. 'Bulletin Board

System1) are able to offer e-mail accounts at

their mailbox. This also becomes increasingly

interesting for German users now that the fees

for long-distance calls have reached a quite

acceptable level. Moreover, many BRSystems

offer a wide range of software, which can be

downloaded for little or no money. We

contacted some sysops (System Operators, i.e.

mailbox providers) and tried 10 find out

whether they have e-mail accounts. Until now,

two answers have reached us.

We are aware of the fact that this a bit meager.

Therefore we would like to ask all sysops

offering e-mail accounts to contact us aad

support our campaign.

Here are the addresses of Rene Schwarte's and

John Guillory's BBSs, followed by the

necessary technical Information, (wg)

GERMANY

Telephone Number'

Location

BBS Name

BBS Software

BBS Platform/Processor

Graphics Support

Commodore Support

Sysiem Operator Namo

♦49-[0]341-2613589

Leipzig, Germany

SachsenGEOS

Remote Access 2.1*

OS/2Warp3/AMDK6 2/

333

ANSI, ASCII

Messages: Ficlonot,

GEOSNet. InlerNet,

CBMNet. VirNet

Files: GEOS Files,

Emulator Files,

CBM-Files, VirFiles

Rone Schwarte

(Schwa rto © SachsenG EOS

System Oporator Handle

Modem Speed/Settings

WWW Presence

Open Status Verified

flena Schwarte

300-33.6K, V90, K56Flox

None

Nikolaus Metz

Comments FIDO 2:249/1210 - Online

24 lirs except

1:30 am-4:00 am MEZ.

Email access at SachsenGEOS-BBS costs 3,- DM per

monlh.

"In Germany, dial 0-341-2613589. When you are

abroad leave Out the inilial '0'. '49' is llie country area

code you have to dial irom abroad in order 10 be able to

call Germany.'+' signifies the spocial combination of

numbers you havo 10 dial to make an international call

from your country. In many countries this combination

is different, in Germany e.g. it would be '00'.

UNITED STATES

Telephone Number 318-431-7189

Location Westiake. LA

BBS Namo Mainlino Consulling

BBS Software/Networks Wildcat 4.0/Fidonet:

1:19/11 0

BBS Platform/Processor

Graphics Support

Commodore Support

System Oporator Name

System Operator Handle

MaKim urn Modem Speed

WWW Presence

Open Status Vended

Comments

PC/4S5 DX4/100

Unknown

Files: Commodore 64.

Commodore 128, CP/M

Echo-Mail:CBM.CBM128,

CBMGEOS

John H. Guillory

(|0 h n. gu il I ory B main I ine. nu)

John H. Guillory

Unknown

Unknown

21 May 1999

E-Mail available to anyone

that logs on, their e-mail

address is thalr

login-name a mainlino nu

Some usonoi newsgroups

are available.



TX going to suffer the

same fate as Qlink has?
There are a lot of rumors, as of late, that those using their c64

I

by Wtmjti Gaxk

Quantum Link and AOL

When a firm by the name "PlaynBl"

released a c64 online-game system, ii

became the prime choice for Steve Case, who

was then programming a mailbox network for

c64 computers. In the end, he bought ilie Rim,

merging both parts into the online serviee

Quantum Link ("QLink"). He gave away the

access software for free, which led to a great

number of users having a lot of fun for SKI US

a month via QLink. On the QLink .system you

would find online games. Information about

Commodore computers, news, contact with

other users (including live chat), courses in the

so-called "Learning Center" and products in

"The Mall".

With the decline of the Commodore market,

access software was programmed for PC,
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using their c64 to go

online via BTX, will very soon find their BTX cartridges and the re

spective software completely useless. It's about time we take a clos

er look at this issue, because the similarities to the online service

Quantum Link (later known as

AOL.) are distressing.

c64 users - the very people that have allowed

for Steve Case's success - stranded. Case had

deserted them (s. also the box ''last words").

Interestingly enough, some remnants of the

QLink system, the limitation of user names to

111 characters lor instance, were removed from

the AOL software just a few years ago. This

limitation had been introduced so that four

names could be printed next to each other on

the c(i4's 40-characler lines. All that remains of

those old QLink days now is the addresss of

AOL's headquarters, and the fact that the access

software is still given away tor free.

BTX and T- Online

In 1979, a British Telekom engineer from

research anil design presented the VicwDnla

system - he transferred text pages via telephone

lines onto his screen. This was a technology

which obviously inspired a certain Hric Danke,

currently manager at T-Online, and making this

one of the dales considered to be the beginning

of BTX. There are however some who claim

that 1Q7K had been the real birth of BTX. when

a council of experts from all over Europe

determined the CCPT stxindard. which is the

foundation of the BTX system.

Whatever the case, under Eric Danke's

supervision, a system was developed in the

research labs of the post, which was introduced

in Germany under the name "Bildschirmlext"

(roughly translated, "screen text"), or BTX for

short. You could access the BTX system via a

settop box by the name "Multilink" and a tv set.

For data transfer, Multilink initially used an

integrated 1200 bps modem. The post then

installed public Multilink BTX terminals in its

branches. Soon thereafter, BTX cartridges,

which allowed access to the BTX net via the

telephone lines, became available for the c6-l

also.

The reason for BTX's success was in fact not

only the technical team of the postal services,

Apple II, and Macintosh, and the service was

renamed AOL. or America Online. The c64 fans

were left behind with access only to the old

QLink system, because newer AOL software

had not been programmed for the old breadbox.

Later on, as AOL's online services were

connected to the Internet. QLink service was

discontinued without any warning, leaving the



but even motSSO mail-order stores like Quelle

and Olio, who had been investigating I he

possibilities Df electronic commerce since the

beginning. Banks also showed great interest,

and supported the BTX concept, having

realized the advantages of home banking.

Today this is commonly known everywhere by

the nice name "Online Banking", and "H-

Commerce", which is buying via the compute1.

Today, both are praised as revolutionary

advancements.

Frightening Parallelisms

In 1995, HTX was finally linked to ihe Internet.

The telecommuncations department of the

former Dcutsche Post AG had by then been

partially privatized and was called "Telekom".

It rechristencd the emerging combination of

Internet ami BTX due to marketing reasons, so

that BTX turned into "T-Online". The access

computer was configured so that it could tell

CEi'T, SLIP and PPP access apart from each

other automatically. Former BTX clients still

had access to the good old CEPT standard,

while T-Online customers had direct access 10

both the Internet and BTX via (C)SLIP at first,

and then PPP, The old BTX address format has

never been changed, so that in addition to the

common internet URLs (hltp://... and 80 on),

you can still lind BTX addresses like

/'malting*. It's astonishing how strong the

symbiosis between CEPT ami PPP has become.

For instance, bank services are still handled by

T-Online using the CEPT standard, effectively

becoming e part of the "old" BTX world.

Is BTX going to die, just as Quantum Link has?

Starting in January, BTX lelebilling will be

discontinued. Until now, telcbilling has

provided the ability to charge users the normal

BTX service fees by simply adding to the

users' Telekom telephone bill. From January

on, it will the BTX provider's problem to

finance their pages by other means, tor instance

by advcriisment. Because the fees of the

Telekom are not going to change, some

services arc likely to be finished, considering

that the C64 service "Brotkasten Comer"

(//malting*, which was the last bastion of CM

services in BTX), Email services handled by

"'/fun*", and the SMS service of Mantwsmann-

D2, which handled sending test messages to

cellular phones, have already announced their

withdrawal. As far as Wesldeutsche

Fcmsehen's "#wdr*" service is concerned.

there hasn't been a decision yet. However, I'm

quite certain a decision will be made by the

time this issue of GOM! goes to print.

You shouldn't forget though, that even without

c64 forums, BTX still offers a lot of

information you can access. There is still unline

banking, although more and more banks are

changing to the more secure HBCl Internet

banking system, and telephone numhers for

access via PPP (0191011) and CEPT (01910)

have been separated from each other. Does this

already signal the end? Representatives of

Telekom have told us that there will be access

io RI'X as long as the old access software is

employed, although they are planning to reduce

the access capacities. This would seem to

indicate that there is no end for German C64

users in sight, at least not yet.

One must consider though, whether the

obviously reduced BTX service is really worth

the price, especially since the announced price

reductions of T-Online are only for users of the

new software whilst the pure BTX customers

still have to pay the old, higher prices.

Wolfgang Grimm (Megacom) for one seems

too pessimistic, judging from information in

the Brotkasien-Corner stating thai he is not

going to continue his T-Online software any

longer.
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-Last words of Steve Case-

Dear Members,

As you know, QLink was originally

launched in November, 1985. In the years

that followed you, as our loyal members,

have helped us build a unique online

community for Commodore computer

users. I want to thank each of you for your

contribution, your support and your

feedback over the years.

The computing industry has changed

dramatically since those first days of

online communications. Commodore

ceased to produce Commodore brand

computers in 1993. Sadly, the company

has recently closed its doors entirely. ThB

Commodore computer, once a leader in

the industry, has been replaced by faster,

more powerful systems. Many software

vendors no longer support the

Commodore operating system.

Now we find, with great regret, that we

simply can no longer support the QLink

service. It has become impossible for us

to maintain the product up to a standard

of quality that we can be proud of. Many

of you I'm sure have noticed a diminished

level of product quality in the last few

months due to these technical limitations.

Without technical support from the

industry, we are not able to add new

services, fix existing problems, or prevent

new ones. Therefore we have made the

sad decision to discontinue QLink as ot

November 1. 1994.

We would like to thank each of you for

your long and continued support and, if at

all possible, keep you as part of our

online community.

If you now have the ability to use America

Online (PC-DOS. Windows or

Macintosh), we invite you to convert your

membership to one o( these other

systems. For details on what these

versions have to offer and the system

requirements needed to run them, see

the document in this area entitled

"Converting to America Online."

For details on the last month of service for

QLink, important dates and billing

information, see the document in this

area entitled "Your Final Bill."

We have enjoyed serving you. Thanks

again.

Sincerely,

Steve Case



Newsgroups with Tin

by Gaelyne R. Gossan

I'm Online. Now What?

One of ihe questions I'm often asked is "Whai

can 1 do on the Internet?". This issue, we'll

louch on a few online activities and we may

Bvatl uncover some surprises along the way.

Email addresses or links to web siles with more

information arc listed in llie sidebar for your

reference.

Email

Once you're online, you'll have an Email

address that people can use to contact you, and

you'll he able to send messages to others as

well. Email is one of the easiest (and least

expensive) ways to communicate with people -

cither nearby or on the other side of the planet,

Aside from sending messages to friends and

family, Email can also be used for other things,

For instance, on a daily basis, 1 receive news

Detect
headlines, currency rates, an Email TV guide

for the nights entertainment and "A Word A

Day" that leaches me about new and different

words and how to use them. It includes a

separate "Quote of the Day" that's also usually

ill ought provoking. The above are examples of

"one-way" type mail lists, as they only send

information to people. I also belong to several

mail lists that could be considered as "virtual/

Email" communities. These allow me to

converse with others interested in the same

things. There are quite a few Commodore

related mail lists, such as COMMODOR, Tifcu

and some that arejusi for specific programs or

hardware.

If you've never used Email before, I

recommend using a program online named

"pine". It uses menus thai are easy to follow,

and ils features can be discovered a little at a

lime as you become more accustomed to il, One

of the best lips 1 can pass along is when first

trying out a new Email feature (or Email in

general), you can send Email to yourself. This

lets you see what your messages will look like
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to others, anil if you've made any errors, only

you will know about them.

Newsgroups

Similar in some ways to Email (especially mail

lists), Usenet news, or "newsgroups" are

message areas that cover a specific topic. There

arc thousands of newsgroup topics to suit

everyone's interest. One of the Common

misconceptions I've run into is that newsgroups

are either ail about either computers or sex.

Well, there's that, hut there are also a great

many newsgroups covering things like cooking,

needle craft, gardening, self help as well as

other (general or specific) interest topics.

Some newsgroups are moderated, but most

allow anyone to post messages in them. One

might think that an argument in a newsgroup

can be a bad thing, but it can also be beneficial

as il can give a better idea ofthe people involved

in a newsgroup. For instance, ifthere's someone

who's always argumentative or insulting, you

get to know that this is part of this person's

personality, and if the group were moderated.

you may never see this aspect.

Usually to read news you would use a

newsreader type program such a.s "tin" or "nn".

However, some versions of Pine (the Ismail

program mentioned above) can also be used for

reading newsgroups, and if your Internet

Provider has Lynx online for web browsing

(discussed below), you may also be ahle to use

it to access newsgroups. If your provider

EMail with Pine Newsgroups with Lynx
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tlOL'sn't offer news, you can even use the Web

and visii either Deja News or Supernews to read

newsgroups.

When new to following a newsgroup, il'sbesl to

slart oul by only reading the posts. This gives

you a feel for what Ihe group is like. Later, once

you know more about the topics discussed you

can post messages with confidence. Although

not everyone would agree. I feel it's best to use

your best behaviour (anil grammar skills) when

you post newsgroup articles. Some places, such

as Deja News, archive newsgroup messages so

what you type in a newsgroup today could be

around in archives lor years lo come.

Chat

Sometimes instead of wriling long messages,

you might like to "talk" with others online "in

real time'. While I often share Email with my

children (who live in America), they much

prefer when we are online at Ihe same time and

can chat with each other - responding to

comments immediately rather than hours later.

Sometimes it's more fun too. Oihcr times you

might like to get help righl away with a problem

you're having online, and using chat programs

such as IRC (Internet Relay Chat), talk or lcq

(as discussed in Issue 1IX), can gel you to a

solution much faster than waiting for an answer

in Email.

IRC (Internet Relay Chat) is like an Internet

version of CB radio. There are a number of

different servers that act as rclayers, and there

arc hundreds (thousands'.') of different channels

of varying topics. Each server has different

channels. IRC is a very large topic and the best

source of information on how to use it can be

found in Ihe "'IRC Primer" (check the sidebar).

A chat session with IRC,

Talk and ICQ

You can use it by typing "talk" followed by ihe

Email address of the person you'd like to chat

with. For example: talk mailaddress@isp.com.

The talk program will send a message that will

appear on your friend's screen telling them

you'd like to talk willi them, and to respond,

type "talk youraddrcssiu.'anolher. isp.com".

Once the two ofyou are using ihe lalk program,

your screen will be split and you will see your

friend's typing in one section of ihe screen, and

what you type will be displayed in the bottom

section.

K'CJ allows you to send short noles to oilier

people Ihat also use ICQ. If the oilier person is

online and is using their ICQ program, they'll

receive the note immediately. Otherwise, they'll

receive the note the next lime they use ICQ.

Many people use ICQ. as it's a nice cross

between online chatting in real time and sending

Email messages. One text version of ICQ thai

was discussed in Issue tlX is Mice]. Others

include CenlerlCQ and Zicq. These programs

are probably not already installed on your

Internet Provider's system, bul you can ask for

one lo be installed for you.

Information and Fun (World Wide

Web)

This aflernoon, I searched the Whitfl Pages

phone book for a friends phone number, looked

ai numerous pumpkin pic recipes, and then as

the recipe gave oven temperatures in fahrenhcit

and our oven uses centigrade, 1 found and used

a simple conversion utility online to find out

what temperature to set ihe oven. This isn't a

typical day (I don't bake very often), but I knew

the quickest and easiest way la get Ihe

information 1 needed would be on Ihe World

Wide Web.

Talk is a Unix utility that lets you "talk" to Tile Internei and ihe World Wide Web are not

another user who's online at the same time, one and ihe same. You might have had this

provided they are using a Unix shell account, impression due to the news and oiher media

showing only web sites when they mention

anything relating to the Internet, but the Web is

only a part of the whole. There are thousands of

individual web pages about the Commodore

computer, and hundreds of different web sites

that cater specifically lo Commodore related

topics. As with other areas of the Internet.

there's at least one web page for any subject you

can think of, and probably several thousand for

subjects you haven't yd imagined. The web can

be used for fun or for serious uses such as

research or education. Something to keep in

mind when doing research is lo check a numher

of sources to make sure the information you've

found is correct. There are a number of reasons

information can be incorrect - a couple

examples are personal bias, and inaccurate

research.

When we use our Commodore computers

online, we use a text-based web browser such as

Lynx or W3M to view web pages. Usually, your

Internet Provider will have I.ynx available.

either through a menu system or you can simply

type the word "lynx" on ihe command line to

sian ii. Another (highly recommended) web

browser is W3M, as it will display web pages

formatted somewhal beller than Lynx. W3M

was covered in depth in Issue '".\.

Your Own Web Pages

Most Internet Providers allow iheir users to

have Iheir own personal web site online, and the

greal thing is, you can create your web pages

offline using any program that will let you save

your tcxi in ASCII formal, such as GEOS

WronglsWrite, The Write Stuff. Zed, etc. Your

web page can be about anything you like -

yourself, your family, your favourite computer,

or your hobbies or even your bookmarks of

favourite web sites.

Files

Some people enjoy acquiring new programs and

files to use on their computer, whether it he

games, utilities, graphics to view, or files to

read. There are many different ways lo get file-;

online. One of the key methods is to use a

program named FTP (File Transfer Protocol) or

NC!-"PT and visit "FTP sites" that have files

available lo Ihe public. When you access an FTP

site, normally you don't download files directly

to your computer. The FTP program transfers

the file to your home direciory on your Internet

Provider and you ihcn download it from there.

You can also visit an FTP sile using a web

browser such as Lynx and download directly to

your disk drive if Lynx is configured to let you

do this. One tiling to keep in mind when

retrieving files using Lynx is to press the "d"

key when your cursor is highlighting a link.

This telis Lynx to download the program



Web with Lynx

without making any changes to il.

Another way to receive files is by having a

friend send them lo you in Email. Normally, you

would save the received file to your home

directory' from the Email program, and then

when you exil the Email program, you

download ihe file lo your own computer.

Doing Stuff Online you can't do

Offline

If you have a UNIX shell account, you can use

many ofthe utilities that are online for your own

purposes. For instance, there are two very

powerful lexi editing utilities (Emacs and Vi)

that are on most Unix systems that can be used

10 edit really large text files, and if you want lo

split text files into smaller sized files you can

with a program named "split". Graphics can be

converted from one formal lo another (e.g. Jpeg

to GIF format), and there's a number of

PostScript printing utilities you can take

advantage of too. Usually there are two ways of

finding out how to use a utility online. One way

is 10 lype "'man name" ('name' would be the

name of the utility you warn to know about), or

you can type eillier: "name -h" or "name —h".

Sometimes if you just type [he name by itself, it

will tell you how to use it, but often limes this

will run ihe utility, and this may not be

desirable.

A good way to find ou! about what utilities are

ai your disposal is by typing "apropos subject",

so if you wanted to know about utilities thai

manipulate GIF files, you could type "apropos

gif'. A list of utilities will be displayed, with a

description ofwhat each does, ll'the lisl is long,

11 vvill fill Ihe screen and you can press the

spacebar to see the nexi page. Once you know

the name of the uliliiy that you want lo use, you

can then use the man command described above

lo find out more about it.

Telnet

What if you don't especially like your Inlernel

Provider but they're the only one In your area

that offer Shell accounts? If your provider has

telnet available, you can use il to access anoiher

Internet Provider. You log into ihe other system

with a user name and password, and it's almost

exactly as if you'd used your modem to dial

directly. Inii instead, you've connected from

your usual provider lo another one across the

Inlernel. There's not much to tell aboiu telnet as

once you've used it to connect lo another

system, you can do all the same things online as

I've mentioned above, such as use Email, read

newsgroups, chat online, etc.

Anoiher article In this issue discusses Bulletin

Board Systems (BBS's for short). One of the

ways you can access a BBS when you have an

Internet account is by way ofusing telnet. There

arc a couple really nice BBS systems that offer

Commodore Fidoncl echos (message bases,

similar but in some ways nicer than

newsgroups). I've listed two such BBS's and

how to access them using lelnet in ihe sidebar.

VideoC'am Services also offers telnet

memberships lo Commodore users.

Inter-Relationships

With many of the abilities mentioned above,

you can use more ilian one Internet utility to

access another one. For instance, there are

places on the Web such as FriendlyEmail where

you can read and send Email online using ihe

web instead of an Email program. Or, you can

read newsgroups in a few different formats

using a web browser or Email program such as

Pine.

Some Surprises

Online Romances

I met my husband online in the Fidonei CBM

cchos and helped him develop his offline mail

reader for ihe C128, later we used Email losend

each other daily messages. Regardless of whal

ihe press would have you believe, online

romances are not something new or only

belonging to the realm of ihe Internet. 1 have

heard of a few Commodore couples that met on

Qlink too. It was never our intention to "meet

someone special" online, and 1 have a feeling

this is the way it should be. If you go online

expecting to find Mr. or Ms. Right, it'll likely

never happen. If you find someone you share

common interests with, lake things slowly.

World Perspectives

Afler you've become accustomed lo using the

Iniernet for awhile, your perspective on some

things such as distances and the world as a

whole may change. Last week when a

construction worker cut through one of the

major phone cables in our neighbourhood,

about 2(11) customers lost use oftheir phones for

most of a day. The experience caused me to

think about what ii is that 1 appreciate about

having access to the rest of ihe world through

our telephone lines. Without the use of the

Internet, suddenly family in ihe USA seemed

very far away from us in Ausiralia, and oddly

enough, even the people who live in the nexl

neighbourhood may as well be in another

country.

Wrap Up

Back when I first goi online, my interests were

learning more about my computer and meeting

new friends that also enjoyed using

Commodorecompulers. Today, 1 live in another

countty, and together with my husband, we run

a smali Internet service, I'm still always looking

for information on geltiny ihe most from my

C12S, and supporting other Commodore users

wilh files and information, I've made many

friends that also share my interests, and have

even mourned the loss of Commodore friends

thai though 1 've never met them in person, their

support and friendship have left lasting

impressions.

This article is dedicated lo the memory of Ron

Pick, a CNct BBS operator and member of

many user groups. With his assistance many

user groups were able to have their own Bulletin

Board Systems ai little or no cost. His

dedication and support will long he

remembered, (ad)

Gaelyne Gasson is the author nf "The Internet

for Commodore CM/I2N Users" and can hi'

contacted <n: gaelyne®vldeacam,net,au

About our Telnet Memberships

This is a sen-ice we're only making available to

Commodore users. Wilh il, you can telnet into

our system and make use of all the programs we

have available...

This includes:

Pine or Elm for Email

Tin for Newsgroups

Lynx or w3m for browsing the Web

I'elnel - in ihe odd event you want to telnet lo us

then telnei somewhere else.

FTP for files.

Olmcnu for downloading QWK packets to read

Email or news offline.

FTP Session with Lynx



]RC fur rt;al timechatting. I keep channel fltifcu

going whenever I'm at ihe keyboard so I'm

available lor help if needed.

Djpeg converting IPEQ graphics 10 OlFs

Cjpeg creating JPEG files from GIFs (C=

GEOS users ean use this with Iheir postscripl

level primers)

Gliosiscripi A swag of graphics conversion

utilities

We also have a pretty decently stocked C- FTP

.site. Lynx and Tin have been updated so they

can 06 used in full colour, and Lyn\ is updated

lo allow access lo secure web sites for ordering

items or banking and such. Oilier shell utilities

and programs are online, bul I've listed the most

used ones above.

In the newsgroups, we also have ihe

Commodore related Ftdonet eehos: CBM,

CBM-12K, CBM-GEOS and

CLASSIC-COMPUTER (all these are Fidonei

but are in the newsgroup area with ;i "fido."

prefix).

Members gel their own home directory, E

address and Web URL (http://vidTOCiim.nel.au/

-yourname/), and a total of Imb disk space to

work in (more is available if needed).

We asking S30 Australian (SI9.95 US) a year

for membership, which basically helps lo cover

our expenses.

If you're interested, and like filling out forms,

you can sign up from the web at: Imp:'"

videocam.nct.au'telnet.phpj or for secure

ordering. it's https://secure.vesweb.com.'

videocam/telnet.php3

Otherwise, you can send us a check and a letter

- be sure to include what you'd like your login

name to be and a password to use (up to 8

characters, preferably mixed with numbers for

better security).

Our address is:

VideoCam Services

90 Hillicr Rd

ReynellaSA 5161

Australia

Phone: +61 8 8322-2716

Fax: +61 8 8387-S8I0

,,, Fax: (707) 697-0676 (USA)

o\

Email

Pine http://www.washingion.edu/pine/

index.html

Friendly Email http://ffiendlyemail.com

List ol Commodore Related Mailing Lists:

ftp://videocam.net.au/cbm/info-txt/cbm-

mailing-hsts-list.txt

Mailinojisten

NewsScan Daily

Send a blank message to

NewsScan@NewsScan.com with

'subscribe' in the subject line.

AWAD(A Word A Day)

http://www.wordsmifh.org/awad/

subscnbe.html

Send a blank message to

wsmith@wordsmith.org with

'subscribe' in the subject line.

Tourbus (a twice a week Email on

varying Internet topics)

http://www.TOURBUS.com

Send a message to

LISTSERV @ LISTSERV.A0L.COM and

inthe body of the message type:

SUBSCRIBE TOURBUS Your Name

TIFCU (The Internet for Commodore

Users) 1 or 2 times a week digest of

Commodore - Internet related

messages.,

http://cbm.videocam.net.au/tifcu/

mailjist/

Send a message to tifcu-

request@videocam.net.au and in the

subject AND bod/ of the message type

the word subscribe.

Newsqroups

What is Usenet? httD://

www.ualberta.ca/HELP/news/usenet.html

Suoernews htto://www.suDernews.com

Deia News htto://www.deia.com

tm http://gpu.srv.ualberta.ca/lynx/lynx/

HELP/news/Tin_help.html

nn http://www.ii.com/internet/faqs/

launchers/usenet/software/nn/getting-

started/

Some Interesting NewsarouDS

comp.internet,net-happenings

comp.sys.cbm

comp.binaries.cbm

alt.c64

Chat

IRC Primer httD://www.irchelD.ora

IRC How To httD://cbm.videocam.net.au/

irc-howto.html

IRC channels:

ilc-64 IRCnet 24hrs a dayh

#c-64Efnet 24hrs a day

(most active during N.American

afternoons)

#c64ntsc IRCnet Thursday Evenings 6pm

PST

#c-net Dalnet Sundays starting at 3pm

EST

Talk http://videocam.net.au/cgi-bin/man-

cgi?talk

Micq http://phantom.iquest.net/micq/

CenterlCQ http://konst.org.ua/

software.centericq.html

Z/cghttp://www.asenteck.com/-zicq/

World Wide Web

lynx http://www.hicom.net/--oedipus/

help.html

w3m http://ei5nazha.yz.yamagata-u.ac.jp/

-aito/w3m/eng/

Your Own Web Panes

Anchors Away http://

cbm.videocam.net.au/anchors.html

HTML Primerhttp://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/

General/I nternet/WWW/HTMLP rimer.htm!

FTP

FTP Site-List http://www.wipd.com/

snakeman/ftpsites.html

FTP How To http://cbm.videocam.net.au/

ftp-howto.html

UNIX-Utilities

Referenz http://www.geek-girl.com/

unix.html

Emacs http://www.geek-girl.com/emacs/

emacs.html

V; http://www.geek-girl.com/Unixhelp/vi/

index.html

split http://videocam.net.au/cgi-bin/man-

cgi?split

man http://videocam.net.au/cgi-bin/man-

cgi?man

apropos http://videocam.net.au/cgi-bin/

man-cgi?apropos

Telnet

Neverending BBS telnet

bbs.neverending.com

Cereal Port BBS telnet 199.125.78.133

VideoCam Services Sign up at

http://cbm.videocam.net.au/telnet.html

Other Web Sites of Interest

CBM Fidonet Echos http://

cbm.videocam.net.au/cbmfido.html

White Pages http://www.whitepages.com/

cgi/intl_sites.cgi

Recipes http://www.ichef.com

Temperature Conversion http://

www.qsl.net/wb8tif/temp.htm

Sites with lists of C- Web Sites:

Cocos http://www.aniston-park.de/cocos/

Clinks http://www.cmdweb.com/cbm/

clinks/
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Against Oblivion - Save the Docs!
The market for new software for the Commodore

64, and other eight-bit computers, isn't what it used

to be. Sure, programs are still developed, by

devoted companies like CMD and others, but the

majority of the programs that are available are quite

old and aren't sold any longer. Fortunately, there

are many places on the Internet where people

collect old software for our veteran computers, like /

Arnold/ for C64 games, but what about the

documentation?

by Peter Karlsson

Preserving copies of the software is quite

simple, you just need to copy llic disk (or

tape or cartridge, or whatever kind of medium

il was originally stored on}, bill preserving

documentation requires a bil more effort. The

manuals are most often on paper, and paper

isn't something that you easily can shuffle onto

a hard disk. Also, papa lends to wear out over

time, to completely disappear in the end, and it

is not as simple as 10 copy it over to a fresh disk

when the old one is near ihe end of its life-time.

So, what can be dune about it? We could

transfer the manuals to an electronic form,

something that you tan save on your hard-di.sk.

This digital eapy can then he downloaded and

perhaps printed by [hose that have found the

old soilware.

Ihe problem is to reach oul to others in a good,

coordinated fashion onoe you have transfcrcd

the documents to an electronic formal.

Fortunately for us, sueh efforts exist, thanks to

the hard work of several volunteering Internet

users.

The first project of this kind that I heard of
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when it comes to the

Commodore 64, and also

the most well-known, is /

Project 64/, founded in 1995 by Cris Bemeburg

in the USA. He stancd to collect English

language Commodore M related

documentation ranging from books to game

manuals. Project 64 is currently being

integrated into Dean Thompson's 'Project

Commodore;. e\panding the project to carry

documentation for all of Commodore's

computers, not just the Commodore 64.

Project 64 and Project Commodore only handle

documentations in English, but there are many

other languages in which software for the

Commodore computers where available. After

giving it some consideration, I was convinced

by Cris Berneburg to start up ^International

Project 64/ in March of 1997, covering the non-

English pail. In March of 1999, 1PM was

reformed into /iDOC-/, International

Documentation Project for Commodore Eight-

Bit Computers (I intentionally chose a very

long name so that people would stick to the

abbreviation), broadening its scope to other

Commodore eighl-billers, and lo non text-only

documentations as well. To date, iDOC*

carries 57 documents

in text-only form, in

five different

languages. Seven

documents are

available in non texi-

only form (mostly

HTML with

illustrations), one of

which is not

included in the

above count.

Other computers are

not left out in the

OOld, either. There is

a sister project of

Project 64 and

War* decumtnU h

iDOC- called /Project 81/, which carries

Sinclair ZXSI (Time.\-IOOO) documentation.

The page hasn't been updated since 1997. and

there seems not to be a great interest in that

project, however. For the Sinclair Spectrum

(Timex-2000), there is /Spectrum Game

instructions/, a part of -Planet Sinclair/. For the

Apple II there are the /Apple II archives/,

documenting a lot of games, among other

things, and a friend of mine has scanned the

documentation he got with his Apple at /

Applell-iskt/.

If you have any old documentation that is not

yet preserved in an electronic format, don't

hesitate lo scan il in and send it to ;i suitable

project. Especially interesting is the non-

English parlof llie world, since there are quite a

number Of hardware and software products

produced for the Commodore machines outside

of the English speaking territories. There are a

number of such products that have never

reached these areas, (ak)

Arnold: http://arnold.c64.org/

Project M- http://project64.c64.org/

1'rojcct Commodore: http://

members.xoom.com/adve/pcbm/

iDOC: http://www.softwolves.pp.se/idoc/

Project SI: http://www.hh.sehule.de/hhs/

mjaap/project.htm

Spectrum Game Instructions: http://

www.nvg.ntnu.no/sinclair/instructions/

I'hncl Sinclair: http://www.nvg.ntnu.no/

Sinclair/

Annie II archives: http://

www.apple.asimov.net/

Appldl-iskl: http://www.mds.mdh.se/

~frv95pen/apple2/ (iiberwiegend schwedisch)

fflfe)



RemoteMata Transmission under GEOS

Normally, you'd think that remote data transmission and a user

interface that slows a system exclude each other. Yet, there will be

some choices for Wheels and MegaPatch users in the future.
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Wheels, because they .seem to interfere

heavily with Hie o.s.. MPatch3 allows you to

start them but preserves the right lo trash at

any time (no kidding!)

This program has more adjustments lo offer

than the 1.0 version, but it's still [united to

2400 baud on the 12R; also i don't have a

suitable interface to try a dial-up. With a

Swift Link and Turbo232, it didn't work, and

by Nikolaus

Once again, GtiOS users are startled from

their peaceful sleep by a scorcher

nobody expected until now - more on this

later. First, I'd like to present some programs

from the past which I found in my vast

archives.

GeoTerm 64/128

The software known as GeoTcnn isn't

suitable for today's everyday use, and it's not

likely it's ever been. For instance, take the

shareware GeoTerm V1.0 by William C.

Coleman from 1988, which is a program for

the 40-C0lumn mode supporting 300 and

I200 baud as well as half and full duplex.

With today's common transfer rates of I4400

baud or 56800 bps (bits per second), it can't

be recommended, Besides that, it doesn't run

correctly under Wheels and neither under

MPatch3, It also seems to require an older

interface on the user port which I don't own.
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It's similar lo the 'professional' version

GeoTerm 2.1 made by Carsten Clasohn) in

1991. which exists in 3 versions (all in

German language) - one for the 64 and two

for the 128 (one for each of the 40 and 80-

columm screens). None of them runs under

Tplpfnnnnmmpfn

ame: SachsenGeo;

3^3^1-2613539
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an old "Drews' BTX-cartridge for the user

port failed as well. The earlier versions 1.1

and 1.2 published by the 64'er magazine

couldn't be tested due to bad disks. All in all,

it seems there's no convenient, up-to-date

GF.OS terminal software that suits present

requirements,

geoFAX

Maurice Randall's 'geoFAX' stands alone in

the field of fax software. It's a highly

recommended program for GEOS users who

can't afford or don't want to pay for a lax

machine. Any geoPaint tile can be converted

into a fax document and sent with speeds up

to 14400 baud (interface speed - 38400 bps).

To send geoWrite text, you first have to

convert it into a bitmap image using a special

printer driver. Although this might seem a bit

complicated, it's exactly what modem PC

software does, except that the user doesn't

notice it.



Enter A Phone Number To Dial

geoFAX runs under QEOS, Wheels, and

MPatch3 on the 64 as well as on flwI28 in 40-

column mode. It requires a Turbo232

interface (V2.0 and up) or a SwiftLink (VI.7

and up) as well as a class 2 fax modem which

should have an internal 16K memory (easy to

check with the command 'atilbuf'). In ihe

current version 2.1, the program offers you a

large number of options to customize the

software to your own needs and also some

utilities that allow you to copy, delete, and

rename files without leaving geoFAX, for

example.

Unfortunately, fax polling - a service which is

increasingly offered by companies and

publishing houses - is not directly available

with geoFAX. Maurice suggested dialing the

number on the phone and then switching to

the modern, but this idea failed on the

German phone system; it's said to work in the

US. Maybe this option will he featured in a

future update; it's almost the only thing this

program lacks for perfection. For

convenience sake, 1 imagine a function to

convert a geoWrite document from inside

geoFAX; however, the question arises how

large the program (217 blocks » 55 K) may

become if there's to be enough space for

documents left on the disk. Ah well, you can't

have it all...

The Wave

It's been four years now since the first demo

Of this program cainc out, and 1 was quite

astonished when 1 saw it for the first time. But

before continuing it, Maurice Randall turned

to his 'Project G' (namely Wheels). The

Wave was originally intended as an all-

purpose program, at least that's the

impression you get from the opening screen.

From here without actually leaving the

program, it should be possible to switch

between the important components, which

are the Desk Accessories, the Internet/Web

browser (The Wild Surf), an ANSI terminal

to dial into BBS's (The Sightseer), and an

ASCII terminal (The Beachcomber).

The Beachcomber is the only thing that can

be started from here and is more or less

functional. If you'd like to verify this by

yourself, you should have a C128 along with

n SwiftLink cartridge and use Wheels to run

the Wave Demo from 1996, MPatchi! causes

trouble. I can confirm this terminal program

4 CHANGE PROFILE
STRINGS FOR

VOUR MODEM

ft

works, because 1 dialed into the Sachsen

CEOS-1JBS with it. The interface speed is

adjustable in the range between 300 and

38400 bps, limited by the speed of the

SwiftLink. Unfortunately, this is the only

working function; neither file transfer (in

both directions) nor the directory nor the

planned online help are available. But still,

it's a proof ofwhat you can get out of an aged

computer with a graphical interface.

The new Wave

For the time being, work on The Wave

continues at full speed. According to an

official announcement made by Maurice

Randall in the Internet newsgroup

'comp.flya.cbm1, a web browser is going to be

written which will rank up there with those

used on PCs. lie's still looking for

programmers who are willing to contribute a

part of their work to help complete the project

more quickly. And it seems he has already

gotten some help; the progress reports give

reason to hope we'll still see a more or less

working version in 1999. The finished

program will be non-commercial, so every

owner of a C64 or 12K can use it for free.

Also, the source code will be freely available

to enable further development and ports of

the program (e.g., to McgaPatc!i3). Even an

automatic update function is planned, since

there might be updates every week - simply

go to Maurice Randall's homepage, click on

the update link, and the computer does the

rest, just as PCs do.

The HTML Interpreter is almost finished and

processes 37 of the HTML commands, like

font size, forced line breaks, enumerated lists,

citations with link to the source in the

Internet, various text marking functions, as

well as columns. The interpreter knows 40 of

O
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the attributes, ofwliicli the six most important

ones are realized, e.g.. the font size.

Also in the near future, we can expect that

rendering images in tlie GIT or JPEG formats

commonly used on the Internet won't be a

problem anymore; it's the display capabilities

of the computer that are limited - after all, our

computer doesn't have 16 million colors - but

what we don't have, we don't have. For those

who want to offer Internet pages lor

Commodore users, it's planned to allow the

inclusion of GEOS photo scraps, which are

relatively easy to display on the C64/I28.

For me personally, the most important point

thing is how you get 'into the Net". Since

there are a lot of different iSPs, it must be

possible for the user to choose freely; there's

more than just T-Online, AOL, and

CompuServe. The TCP/IP stack and the PP1V

SLIP dialer are currently being implemented.

Whether it's going to be possible to connect

via any provider depends on the complexity

of the protocols and on more help from other

experienced programmers. Connecting via

AOL will not be possible, because they're

using a protocol of their own, and the

programmers would need the source code to

this protocol. Hut in my opinion, The Wave

would work with T-Online (PPP).

In order to use the browser, besides your C64/

128 you'll need a good monitor - the 128

version runs on the 80 column screen only -

and Wheels, at least for the moment.

Additionally, a SCPU equipped with a

RamCard with 4 megs or more of memory is

recommended for web page display, 1 meg

mandatory. A last storage device with lots of

Maurice 'Wheels' Randall

space is recommended for temporary cache; a

Rain Link or a hard drive would be ideal. Of

course, you can use 'standard' disk drives, but

you won't save much to them. Not to forget,

you'll need a modem with an interface

(SwiftLink/Turbo232).

Such hardware requirements are justified,

since- "The Wave' is designed as a graphical

browser, and you wouldn't want to wait

eternally until a web page appears on the

screen. Even if you can't afford such

hardware or don't want to or simply lack

some components like an SCPU or the

RamCard, there's still hope you'll be surfing

the Internet from your C64 in the near future.

As I read recently, there are several other

people working on projects to write web

browsers that work on the minimum

configuration of a C64 (e.g. LUnix NG). With

these, however, you'll have to go without the

graphics and the convenience, which require

lots ofmemory and processing time.

All in all, I look forward to what the year

2000 will bring after a really turbulent 1999.

Anyway, I will keep an eye on these projects.

Of course, the first working version of 'The

Wave' (tested by myself) will be put onto our

covcrdisk. Right now, 1 can only guess the

possibilities from what I've tested so far.

Scrolling through a HTML page without

delays definitely makes me hungry lor more.
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border. This mode is such a strain to the 64 mnd.Scroll. mud.I'ixelEdit and

that it loses the color information for the lirsl mod.ClipWorks IT the C64 can't display

24 pixels of each scan line, and shows some colors in this area, we remove everything that

ugly gray specks instead. How can we avoid has a eolor. leaving only blaek, which is

these'.' commonly used as the background color by

most programs that support FLI.

Help comes in the form of CloDot's modules

»

H

U
0

by ArntU Detlke

Converting to FLI, MCI and IFLI

There are three displB) modes, namely FLI,

MCI ami IF"].], that make the CM [well,

actually the VJC-1I) do things on the screen

iis designers wouldn't have dreamed of FLI

(Flexible Line Interpretation) breaks the

barrier of up u> four colors per card (a card is

;in KxH pixel field): all of the 16 colors can bo

used, four different ones per scanline, per

card. MCI (MultiColor Interlaced) breaks the

Ifi color limit itself, although this mode

underlies the normal limitations of the

multicolor mode. By means ofa physiological

trick, the C'(>4 displays up to I3fi different

colors in MCI mode, hut with a very low

IVame rate. This means the screen may show

extreme flickering Finally. IFLI (Interlaced

FLI] combines (he advantages of the two

Other modes: it shows up to 136 colors on the

screen, which may be used more flexibly than

with MCI, Unfortunately, h has the same low

frame rate as MCI. American CM's have an

advantage hero, as these machines have a

slightly higher tVamc rate than European

machines.

All these modes are supported by GoDot, and

converting into them is really simple: jusi

load an image and save it again in the desired

format, that's all. (Savers for MCI arc

currently being written.)

But, nol so fast. There are some details that

we have to take into account. Which loaders

and savers do you have to use lot ihe

aforementioned displaj modes'.' What

peculiarities ^o ihey have1.' For [he lirst

question, turn to the extra box, where you'll

find a listing of all loaders and savers that

involve FLI etc. About the second question.

I'd like m discuss that a bit more intensively.

FLI's features

Generally, displaying FLI images causes a

problem with ihc image information at the left

I"""'"" 1 ' '■" ■■'""' —

Lo

Sa GIF89a

I—

k

pi
C pcdB15,gif

E Load GIF

00, OK,

Un i ts

320x 29Q

Cols 256

Left i

Top

X - S k i p 1

V-Skip " ~0

Level H

SptC1i p

Color

^ Leave

0 0, 00

•SJ1

o
o
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ClipWorks

flute Loaders and savers for FLI, MCI and IFL1

Inst: DecodeGIF

Load "pcdO15.gif

Load GIF

Display

A brown girl's face on ii while background

appears, with a narrow black border to the left

and right, the width of which we have to know

in order to position the image such that it is

centered to a width Of 296 pixels (320 minus

24). For this, we use miKl.l'ixi'lEciit:

inst: PixeiEait

Execute

In the magnified image we can easily sec that

the left border is 12 pixels wide. Aha. And to

the right? Clicking on the letter "B" (which

stands for "Bottom", under the "Move"

section) gets us to the lower right comer, and

the border width is 12 pixels, too. Fine! 12

plus 12 makes 24, which is exactly the number

of pixels we want to eliminate at the left

border! Ok, so let's eliminate:

Exit

Inst: Scroll

Execute

Set amount: 12

Direction; -(to the right)

Execute

Leave

Display

Unless we're processing a hires image, the

value entered under Set Amount in mod.Scroll

has to be even, otherwise GoDot would

separate the bit pairs that make up the

multicolor pixels! We've now moved the

image one and a half cards to the right. Next,

we use mod.ClipWorks to erase at the left:

Inst: ClipWorks

Hor: 3 (click on

the number 40 and

enter 3

instead)

ClrClp

(Set:) black

Inside

Leave

Accept

Exec Area: Full

Display

After this, the first 3 cards at

the left of the image arc free of

any pixels irritating the FLI

mode, and yet the image looks

balanced because it's centered.

In order to save an image in

the MCS format, you have to

use a special module instead

of the ClrClp function in

ClipWorks, since MCS may

use a background color

different from black (MCS

automatically finds the most

suitable color). After centering

the image, simply execute

mod.MCSprep and the left

border will have the color

MCS chose for the

background (red in this case).

NaXt time we'll put our

ulienIion la the (unpleasant)

properties of the interlace

mode, and how We can handle

them with GoDot.

°

Loader

Idr.AFLI,

Idr.DrazPaint

Idi.FLI-Dosigner

Idr.FNpRaw

Idr.GIF

Idt.HiManRaw

Idr.MagicDiskEMC

ldr.M.C.S.,ldr.MCS-

dat.

!dr.PCXprp4IFLI,

ldr,IFLIprQp4PCX,

Id i.Truepaint

Saver

svr.AFLI

svr.FlipRaw

svr.HiManRaw

svr.MCSlli

svr.FunPaintll,

svr.PCX-VGA

-

Description

A hires FLI format,

allows two colors

per scan lino

An interlaced multi

color format limited

to 16 colors, allows

you to create multi

colored "hires"

images

A non-compressing

multicolor FLI format.

examples can be

found on FUNET

A multicolor FLI for

mat with an excellent

editor

A loader that pro-

pares standard GIF

images for tho IFLI

mode, generates up

to 55 colors

A hires FLI format

similar to AFLI

A multicolor FLI for

mat from Magic Disk

magazine

Multicolor FLI format

used by the program

Mandelbrot Con

struction Set (from

64'er Magazine)

A loader lor PCX

which prepares

images for the IFLI

mode, a loader and a

saver for the IFLI edi

tors Fun Painter II

(and Gunpaint), and

a saver lor IFLI

images to be dis

played on a PC.

An MCI format with

up to 136 colors.
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The demon above the

town is painted in black,

dark gray, blue, light

blue, cyan, and white

It's the point of

view that matters

Have you recovered from the beer can revelry last issue? This time

we'll explain how to create a 3-D, spatial impression in your images,

since it is the successful use of perspective foreshortening that

makes a vivid image.

ovnI-shaped color gradation getting darker as

11 extends to the outside,

Vim can portray this gradation in a similar

way, Stan with white as ihe drawing color (or

a light grey it' while seems 100 bright) tind

extend outwards using ihe nearest darker

color, which is light red. If you wain to go

further outwards and need another color,

you'll have 10 improvise, because there are no

more lhan two different red tones available;

orange might be a possible choice, The lower

pan til" the ball lies in shadows and can be

painted with darker colors like mid and dark

gray, or dark brown. The shadow's usualh

In Ali'.xttrulcr "Mr. Quark" Tailcl

mill \'<tlkilr Hint

Generally, objects in ihe foreground (the

ones that are nearer to ihe \ iewer) appear

larger than others. However, while one person

may intuitive!} know how to draw Mixing colors

perspectives, anothi*] ma> lack such

knowledge altogether. For those who lime

difficulties in this respect hut don't want logo

w ithout .spatial images, ihe easiest solution is

to use a vanishing point,

rule I his technique is particular!) helpful

and frequent!} used lor images where

geometric forms pla> Oil important role, e.g.,

when drawing the outlines ot towns.

buildings, or interiors

Vanishing point perspective

Known from school art classes, this

technique is based on the following principle

- you mark a point ill the image as the

vanishing point. In the image, it's the meeting

point of the four, long lines.

In order to draw objects according to the

vanishing point, you simpk draw lines from

ihe lower left and lower right comer of the

field of \ icw. ending in ihe vanishing point.

All objects on ihe plane formed by these lines

have to be oriented to the vanishing point

Two more lines going from die upper ends of

the field of view to the vanishing point allow

you to fix the height ofthe objects. All objects

in our example are oriented according to this

Flat areas ami cun ntures can be made to look

more spwial by coloring them with severnl

ione> of the same printan. color, However, wt!

need some more erealivilj to obtain ilns

effect, because Commodore only gave us Id

colors as compared 10 machines with millions

of colors available. On the other hand, this

might just be part of the charm in painting

with [he 64, Still, the graphician's job doesn't

become easier with lots of colors,

Now we want to give you an example of haw

you can create a spatial impression by mixing

colors. By only cleverly choosing the colors.

we'll turn a red circle into a red ball.

Lei's imagine a billiard ball {ifyou like, place

one m front of you as a model). It has ;i

glossy, reflective surface thai reflects the light

if ihe ball is lit. resulting in a highlight, say. m

the upper left area, if you look at tins

liighliglii more closelv. you can see it consists

of a small, white circle surrounded bj an

From circle to

sphere, the colors do

it all

An eerie atmosphere using only six

(!) colors

shaped like a half moon, which fits the 3-D

siiape of the ball.

At this stage, the color edges still look

somewhat Stepped. Therefore, we'll checker

the edges where any two colors meet.

coloring every second pixel on the outer side

with the color on the inner side, which results

in a pattern thai looks like 0 smooth

transition.

Color transitions

With rainbow colors, patterns, or simple

gradations from bright to dark, color

transitions are commonly used 10 fill areas

that would look boring otherwise. It's

important not to align all the transitions to the



Facilitates foreshortening - the vanishing point

same straight line or to some other fixed

point. Variety is the magic word here. It's

better to place your pixels a bit more

randomly than with a regular, dull pattern

that's visible al the first glance. Ofcourse, the

smooth color transitions are obtained with the

same color mixing technique as described

above. In extensively detailed images, they're

mostly used for skies, water surfaces, or light

reflections. Unfortunately, this is one of the

occasions where you have to pay special

attention to the limitations of the multicolor

mode that prevents you from using too many

colors in a 4x8 pixel field (see part 1 of the

course in issue 10/99).

You might find it interesting to use the

interlaced FLI mode (H;L1, e.g. with the

program Fun Painter II), because the

increased resolution and variety of colors let

you create much more beautiful, smoother

transitions and more detailed effects.

For technical reasons, the colors In

the screenshots may change In the

magazine printing process, spoiling

the graphical tricks. To help you see

them accurately, the pictures from the

course can also be found on the

coverdlsk In Amica-Paint format, so

you can reconstruct our tips in detail.

An example for the use of color mixing and

transitions

Let's put it into practice. Showing a town a!

night and a demon statue in the foreground,

our sample picture uses no more than six

colors, but the skillful use of color mixing

makes it look much more complex. The

color spectrum is mostly located toward

blue, which is absolutely sufficient for this

motif. The sky in the background is an

example of a simple but very nice-looking

color transition.

Also, foreshortening was used to get an

interesting perspective. The statue in the

front gives the viewer an impression of

looking down at the sleeping town from

above (like from a steeple). Down below,

there are buildings at a smaller seale and

mountains at the horizon. This picture was

inspired by a CD cover; good models can be

a valuable help.

Ifyou dare, you can now try projects smaller

than a full screen which don't make

excessive use of colors.

MCSoft
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by Wanja Gayk

The Bitmap

Abitmap is somehow like a gigantic eharset

with an independent char definition for

every block of Hx8 dots (also called cursor

block or card). Sounds complicated? Don't

worry, il isn't. Il'.s even easier lhan a charsel. A

bitmap always has a size of 8000 bytes

(S1F40), because every cursor block consists

of 8 bytes (just as with a charsat). The screen

contains 1000 cursor blocks

{40x25), and every cursor block encompasses

8x8 dots. This means that we have a maximum

resolution of 320x200 dots.

The dots' organization is quite simple: The

first eight bytes of a bitmap form the dot

pattern lor the upper left cursor block, the next

eight bytes describe the one to its right, and so

on. The bitmap's last eight bytes contain the

dots for the cursor block in the screen's lower

right corner. The VIC's designers have simply

rounded that value of $1F40 bytes up to $2000

bytes, and have divided the memory visible to

the VIC into segments of just that size.

Therefore, if the VIC bank ranging from

S0000 to S3FFF is active, you could have a

bitmap either at SO000-S1FFF or at S2000-

S3 FIT.

Hold il! If you paid attention during the earlier

parts, you will know that the VIC can't really

use the area from 51000 to S1FFF anyhow:

there are ROM images mapped into the upper

part of this space, and the range from S0000 to

$073 F contains the zeropage, the stack, and

usually the video/lext-display RAM. So let's

just forget about SO0O0- SIFFF. So. in bank 3

(the lowest VIC

bank), we only have room from S20O0 to

S3FFF. But in bank 2 (S4000- S7FFF} and

bank 0 (SCQOO-SFFFF), we have space for two

anguage

Today I would like to start off from where we stopped last time,

namely with graphics. After having spent two parts dealing with

charset graphics, let's get to bitmap graphics.

bitmaps each. Bank I (SR000-SBFFF) suffers

from some of the same problems as bank 3.

Starting at $9000, there is a copy of the ROM

charset. so that only the upper half of a bitmap

at S8000- S9FFF would show correctly, while

you would see the ROM charset in the lower

half.

Seeing Colors - without the need for

drugs

When Ada Byron was still preparing punched

cards for Charles Babbage's "Difference

Engine", becoming effectively the lirst

programmer in world history, she was also

taking drugs in addition to her alcohol

addiction. Maybe that gave her an incredible

impression of colors, all without color monitor

and video chip. There are nasty rumors that all

subsequent programmers have been

following her tradition, but the c64

programmers today have a much easier stance,

which, before anything else, is advantageous

for their health. This is because we have the

video RAM. You may now protest because the

screen codes reside there, but they are

meaningless in bitmap mode, because we have

one single gigantic pattern - the bitmap -

instead of the charset graphics with

their screencodes and their respective small

patterns.

its organization resembles that of the color

RAM, The first memory location represents

the colors of the card in the upper left corner,

and the last memory location for the one in the

lower right corner. Every byte in the video

RAM contains two colors: The one for the

"on" dols, and the background color . The

background color resides in the low nibble,

while the dot color uses the high nibble. Let's

imagine that the bitmap mode was activated,

with a bitmap at $2000 and the video RAM, as

usual, at S0400. IfS0400 contained the value

SAO, the cursor block in the upper left corner

would have a foreground color of light red

($A), and brown (S'J) would be its background

color. Background color!?

Yes, you got lhat right: the background color

register (SD021) can be thrown out in this

mode, it will only be of importance again in

the multicolor mode, which will be introduced

in a later part of ibis course. The limitations,

as fur as S1000- SIFFF and S9000- S9FH-' are

concerned, hold true for the video RAM as

well. You simply can't place il there.

"Scotty, Beam me up to the Bitmap

Mode!"

No, we arc not going to violate the Prime

Directive, influencing foreign cullures

inditTerently, we are simply going to use

register SD0I I, by activating its bit 5. i;rom

lhat moment on, our e64 doesn'l display any

charsetEi but rather bitmaps - resistance is

futile. The only things missing

now are the positions for bitmap and video

RAM in the memory. These are controlled, as

we already know from our dealings with

charset graphics, by registers SD0 i 8 and

SDD00. For this purpose, have a look at the

following table:

Bitmap/ Video RAM / SDDOO /SD018

S2000-S3F3F / $0400 / %xxxxxx11 / $18

S2000-S3F3F / SOSOO / %xxxxxx11 / S28

S2000-S3F3F / SOC00 / %xxxxxx11 / S38

There can't be any video RAM residing at

SOOOO-S03FF or SW00-S1FFF

$4000

$4000'

$4000

S4000

$4000

$4000

S400O

S4000

$6ooa

S6000'

S6000

$6000

$6000

$6000

S6000

56000.

S5F3F/ $6000

S5F3F/56400

S5F3F/$6800

S5F3F/S6C00

S5F3F/S7000

S5F3F/57400

S5F3F/57800

S5F3F/S7C00

$7F3F

S7F3F

S7F3F

S7F3F

$7F3F

S7F3F

S7F3F

$7F3F

/S4000

/$4400

/S4800

/S4C00

/$5000

/$5400

/S5800

/ S5C00

/%xxxxxx10/580

/ %xxxxxx10 / $90

/ %xxxxxx10 / SAO

/%xxxxxx10/$B0

/ %xxxxxx10 / SCO

/%xxxxxx10/$D0

/ %xxxxxx10 / $E0

/%xxxxxx10/$F0

/%xxxxxx10/S08

/ %xxxxxx10 / 518

/%xxxxxx10/S28

/%xxxxxx10/$38

/ %xxxxxx10 / $48

/%xxxxxx10/S58

/%xxxxxx10/S68

/%xxxxxx10/578



S8000-S9F3F / SAOOO / %xxxxxxO1 / S80

S800049F3F / SA400 / %xxxxxxO1 / $90

S8000-S9F3F / SA800 / %xxxxxxO1 / SAO

S8000-S9F3F / SACOO / %xxxxxxO1 / SBO

Up at S8D00, only the upper hall can be

displayed correctly!

SA000-SBF3F / S80O0 / %xxxxxxO1 / S08

SA000-SBF3F / $8400 / %XxxxxxO1 / $18

SA000-SBF3F / $8800 / %xxxxxxO1 / $28

SA00O-SBF3F / S8C0O / %xxxxxxO1 / $36

Wo video HAM may reside in $9000-

S9FFF!

programmer, because it has a packed and quite °ra "$°3 'Vic bank number 3 Isec bits o

complicated file format.
1 STA SDD00 :write value back to 5DD0D

scooo

scooo

scooo

scooo

scooo

scooo

scooo

scooo

SEOOO

SEOOO.

SEOOO

$E000-

SEOOO-

SEOOO-

SEOOO-

SEOOO-

SDF3F/SEOOO/

SDF3F/SE400/

SDF3F/SE800/

SDF3F/SEC00/

SDF3F/SF000/

$DF3F/$F400/

SDF3F / SF800 /

SDF3F/SFCOO /

%xxxxxxOO / S80

%xxxxxxOO / $90

%xxxxxxOO / SAO

%xxxxxxOO / SBO

%xxxxxxOO / SCO

%xxxxxxOO/SDO

%xxxxxxOO / SEO

yoxxxxxx00/$F0

SFF3F/SCOOO

SFF3F/SC400

SFF3F/SC800

SFF3F/SCCOO

■SFF3F/SD000

SFF3F/SD400

SFF3F/SD800

SFF3F/SDCOO

/%xxxxxx00/S08

/%xxxxxxO0/S18

/ %xxxxxxOO / $28

/%xxxxxxOO/$38

/ %xxxxxx00 / S48

/ %xxxxxxO0 / $58

/%xxxxxxO0 / $68

/ %xxxxxxOO / $78

The table contains nil usable combinations and

makes the registers' cooperation quite clear.

The lower two bits in regisier SDDOO define

the bank, in which the bitmap resides.

$D018"s high nibble positions the video

RAM. Register SDOIS's low nibble holds the

bitmap's position within the bank, which is

calulated just as with eharsets: (bitmap start -

bank start)/SU400. Lei's take

ii bitmap ai S6000 us an example: (S>fi000-

S4000)'S0400=SOK. Because there are

effectively but two positions for a bitmap in a

bank {either in the lower nr the upper halO.

values other than 8 and 0 make no sense for

the low nibble. The values 0-7 would place the

bitmap in the bank's first half, while ihe values

8-F would place it in the second half. The high

nibble's value is

calculated in the same manner and describes

the video RAM's position.

How Do I Draw Bitmap Graphics?

The bitmaps 1 have discussed thus far have

been two colored (in effect), with a resolution

of 320x200 dots. They are also known as hires

bitmaps, hires being the abbreviation for "high

resolution". In order to draw hires bitmaps,

there are drawing programs like Art Studio,

Dondle, Hi-i'ic-Creaior/Oxyron, or the very

simple lli-Eddi. The GEOI'aint formal (also

hires), is rather inadequate for the common

Can Bitmaps only Be Used for

Pictures?

The answer is quite simply "No". Bitmap

graphics in hires mode have the excellent, but

not yet mentioned characteristic, of every eard

having its individual background and

foreground color. This is something the

charset mode does not oiler. You can make use

of this characteristic lor some effects, as the

following programm shall show. Basically.

this effect is quite simple: You

.simply (ill the bitmap's uppermost cursor line

(4(1 eards) wilh one bil pattern (in this ease

%l 1110000, $1-0). Then you change the pixel

and background color for every card, by

writing values from a table into [he high and

low nibbles of the video RAM's uppermost

line. When you start rotating that table, you

get a nice little effect. Try changing its looks

by using the value SAA (%IOIO!010) inslead

oFSFO as the bitmap's pattern.

One more word on selling the VIC bank

(SDD()0|: Some programmers may be

wondering why 1 start by clearing the two

lowest bits (AND it$FC, binary %l 1111100)

and then again setting them (ORA #S03,

binary %D0000011). This is only meant to

demonstrate how you should set these values.

If you wanted to use bank 2, the AND

command would be required. For VIC bank 3.

which requires

setting the two lowest bils. simply using ORA

#S03 would suffice. Those starting this

programm from BASIC (aller ;\ reset, for

instance) could even skip setting SDDOO

completely, because the video RAM resides ai

S0400-S073F in the c64's basic mode, which

means that the VIC is already using bank 3

(S00O0-S3FFF).

Ihe following source code is written in the

ACME cross assembler's synla\ (http://

home.pagcs.de/—mac_bacon/acmc), and can

be transferred quite easily to other systems.

Those of you using a machine language

monitor have to replace the labels (clear,

pattern, sync, wait, video, cycle, and colors)

by the respective addresses.

'=$0810 ;progrflmm atart at 50310 (SYS

2064)

!To "Effekt_081Q" ;define Che created

code'u filename

JSR SE544 jCleorscreen (ROM routine]

LDA #$3B

STA SD011 ;bitmnp mode 'On'

LDA ISIB

STA SD018 ;video RAM = S0400, bitmap =

52000

LDA $DD00 ; fetch value from $Dr>00

AND ("SFC ;clear the two lowest bits

LDA >520 .-clear bitmap, start address

STA EFB ;$2000 as high/low byte

LDY #500 ;at zeropago address SFA/SFB

(vector!

STY SFA

TYA ,-low byte into accumulator {replaces

LDA »S0O>

clear STA (SFA)jY ;copy accumulator to

address in vector (SFA/SFBI plus Y

INY ;increase Y

BNE clear ^branch as long as not 0

IKC SFB ;otherw'ise increase high byte of

address

LDX SFB ;load high byte into X

CPX #S4Q ;and compare to $40 (checking

for end address £4000)

BNE clear ;branch na long as not S40D0

LDX ($00

Lda »SFO ;<- bit pattern for the oftect

5
03
H

u
o
4J

pattern STA S2000.X ;fill bitmap's first

cursor line ISO140 bytes)

STA $2040.X ,-with the bit pattern

TKX

BNE pattern

SEI ;IR0 'off-

sync LDA #SFA ,'wait tat

wait CMP $D013 :rasterline SFA

a:."E wait ; for even timing

LCX #528 ;528 runs Idee. 4CI

LDY (500 ;color table's lower end

video LDA colora-l,X ,-velue from color

table-ltX

ASL

INY

□EX

nhxfc

i tlTlQ

the

high

it

nibble

ORA colors,Y jlogical "or" with value

from color

table

STA S03FF.X ;to vid^o RAM minus 1 plua X

increase V

decrease X

BNE video ^branch as long as X not zero

LDV colors--$37 /memorize last color

value

LDX «$27 ;$27 runn (dec. 39)

cycle LDA colors-l,X ;move all color

values

STA colors.X :backward3 by one place

□EX ;decrcaae X

BNE cycle jbranch ar; long as X not 0

STY colors ;wri^e memorized value to

color table's first position

JMP sync ;jump back to the tinuTig

routine

colors !3ytp

$00rS00,S00,500,$06,$06,S04,E04,$0e,SQo

;color tablp

consisting

!Byte

$O3,S03,S0d,S0d,$01,501,501,S01,501,S01

;of S2H

values Ifiec. 40)

! Byte

S01.5Dl.SQlrS01,S07,$07,50£,50f,SOa,SOn

! Byte

$QB.SOS.$02.S02,SO9.$0S,$00.sjo.SOO,500

23



Commodore Scape

Expo

retrospective

By the time this is read, two yearly events will have happened.

The Chicago Commodore Expo in Lansing, Illinois, and the

Vintage Computer Festival 3.0 in Santa Clara, California. The

Chicago Expo is a Commodore-only celebration at the Day's Inn

(formerly, Holiday Inn) on September 25. The Vintage

Computer Festival is a celebration of ail vintage computers, held

at the Santa Clara Convention Center on October 2-3.

by Robert Bernardo

These two nulumn shows, along with the

Lansing Area Commodore Club Expo

(Okeraos, Michigan} in May; comprise the

brat-known events in which we

Commodorinns can atiend here in the slates.

All three shows have a different flavor, a

different style, and each complements the

oilier. The LACC BxpO seems very local,

like a big, club activity. The Chicago Expo

gathers more people from afar, due to its

more ceniral location. VCF is very

California. Silicon Valley-based, and caters

to archivists, historians, and collectors

interested in the computer industry. There is

something in each which would please a

Commodore fan.

Need to feel a closeness and a personal touch

in all the C= activities going on at a show'.1

The LACC Expo I attended last year had

about 50 people show up. Though the

number was small in comparison lo other

computer shows (or large in comparison lo

other C meetings), the attendees could

really focus on the demonstrations and

luminaries who appeared, such as Dale

Sidebottmn (president of Louisville Users of

Commodore, Kentucky club) and Maurice

Randall, (ieos programmer extrordinaire.

Dale showed what could be done with a

Commodore and a Postscript printer, and

Maurice officially introduced Wheels 64, the

replacement/updated operating system for

Geos 64. At this year's LACC Expo,

Maurice introduced the beta version of

GeoShell 3.0. Size doesn't matter; the LACC

Expo makes up for it by having big C

Larry Anderson, sysop of the C= bulletin boards, Silicon Realms and avid C=

collector, shows off his award-winning PET computer.

Todd Elliott and his power system:

C128D(CR), SuperCPU 128, RAMLink,

CMD HD and FD 4000

releases.

Need to a bigger C- Expo1.' The Chicago

Expo 1 attended last year had about double

the number of attendees with even more O

stars, Jason Cumptou (writer for CU Amiga

magazine and Commodore World). Steve

Judd. Mark Seelye. Nale Dannenberg, Todd

Elliott, and Robin ilarbron (programmers),

Fender Tucker (Loadstar disk magazine and

newsletter), Jim Butterfield (programmer/

writer), Roger Lawhom (Geos programmer),

Scott Parker (Centsible Software) and Dale

Sidebottom and Maurice Randall again. At

that Chicago show, Maurice introduced

Wheels 128, the replacement/updated

operating system for Geos 128. Nate

Dannenberg showed off his C12H Tower and

Quickeam interface/program. Roger

Lawhorn and Dale Sidebottom promoted

their Geos applications. Jim Butterfield

reminisced about Commodore programming

in the 1980's. Three Commodore C65's were

shown; less than 200 of these prototypes

were ever made by CBM. Like the LACC

Expo, these are the two shows lo go to if you

want your fill of Commodore.

Need a show lhat's more general in nature?

The Vintage Computer Festival may be the

tickel. At last year's VCF 2.0, many

computer platforms from the 1980's and

earlier were represented there, anything from



Clark Murphy, vice-president of FUNHUG, (far left) explains the wonders of

Wheels to interested on-lookers.

parts for 1930*8 behemoths to IMSAI 8080's

to Commodore PET'S to Timex/Sinclair's io

Apple Il's to Tandy Color Computers to

obscure, unknown computers. Tlic Computer

Museum History Center bad a large exhibit

of historical computers, including many

different Commodores. These were usually

hands-on displays; you actually got to work

the computers.

Larry Anderson, one of the exhibit docenls

and also sysop to (he Silicon Realms BBS

(209 754*1363), was showing his collection

of PET computers. Larry's 15 minutes of

fame came when Desmond Crisis. !.v.

reporter for the Soi-Fi cable show, CNet

Central, interviewed him in front of the

cameras. In fact. Desmond's entire report

was on how people still used iheir vintage

computers and attended a show such as VCR

[Unfortunately, I did not ever videotape the

report from the program. Desmond can be

contacted at: CNet, 150 Chestnut St.. San

Francisco, CA 94111. Phone: 415 395-7805

ext. 1554. FAX: 415 395-9205. E-mail:

desmondc@cnet.com)

The VCF llea market had a wide variety of

items for a wide variety of computers,

Commodore items were there for sale; from

various vendors I was able to buy some

Warpspeed and FastLoad cartridges, a

Commodore Magic Voice cartridge; the

programs, World Cup Soccer, Wizard of Oz,

Alice in Wonderland, and Toll.lnfomnstcr

3.6; an Animation Station drawing pad, a

Carrying bag for SX-64 cables (the bag in

mint condition!), and a lew 1541 and 1571

disk drives (given for free, though I did in;ike

a donation).

The featured speakers gave their talks in

conference rooms, separate from large, flea

market room. At VCF 2.0 a lot of their talk

went over my head as they spoke about the

computing industry and programming in the

1960's or the 1970's. Their insiders' jokes

drew appreciative laughter from the

programmers in the crowd, but because it

was before my time in computers, I could

only wonder.

As you can see from the above, there is a

type of show far most any Commodore fan.

To find oui information about next year's

shows, contact the following people:

LACC Expo - Tim Lewis, president of LACC

(lewist@arq.net), LACC, P.O. Box 1065,

Eist Lansing, Ml 48826, U.S.A.

Chicago Commodore Expo - Randy Harris,

president of the SouthWest Regional

Association of Programmers

(rgharris@aol.com), SWRAP User Group,

Inc., P.O. Box 528232, Chicago, 1L 60652-

8232. U.S.A.. Phone:773 375-9017

Vintage Computer Festival - Sam "Sellam"

Ismail, organizer of VCF

(siconic@jasmine.psyber.com). Vintage

Computer Festival, 4275 Rosewood Dr.

#29-161, Pleasanton, CA 94588, U.S.A.

Phone: 888 SICONIC ext. 823.

Without these people and Iheir partners, we

wouldn't have these line shows in which we

could celebrate Commodore, (ad)

<■■:,
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u
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An overall view of the FCUG table. Todd Elliott, GEOS programmer, is seated to

the left. Ed Hart is standing behind the black, 20-inch, RGB/composite monitor
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Power Supply tips for the European

128D + SCPU/RamLink/REU Combo
In the pages of "Commodore Scene" and various discussion groups on the Internet, I have read

about many people having problems with their SCPUs. Well, a few months back I did have problems

with screen artifacts (odd characters) appearing in the 64 mode and also very unreliable operation in

all modes as well.

by Colin J. Thomson

It became more apparent after adding a 2 meg

REU to the system, which does put even

more load on my 12KP's power supply! After

no help al all from CMD, 1 thought I belter take

a look.

I know there arc solutions for ihe C64's and

C128's which have external PSU's (In an early

GO64! there is a excellent article aboul using a

PC PSU), ami also changing the power switch

can make all the difference. But what aboul us

12RD users with inlemal PSU's1.1 Well, read

After some investigating, I found out thai my

128D (plastic case version) was low on volts

and mil by a lot! The initial reading was around

4.93v. Ok, so il was near the 5v CMD

recommended, but ii wasn't near enough.

A hardware specialist from Germany

recommends lhat il should be between 4.95v 10

S.OOv (the closer to 5v the better) measured at

the user port, pin 2 (+5v) and pin I (ground),

with everything connected! Measuring il (his

way, the PSU is under load and gives a more

realistic reading. Measuring die PSU wilh no

load, for example disconnected from the

computer, is no good al all and may even give a

reading above 5v,

PLEASE NOTE

Remember thai all your measurements must be

made with a digital tesl meter for accuracy with

everything connected - SCPU7RL/REU, etc.. I

suggest that you should measure Ihe volts

before ibe modification and after modification

so you can compare your results.

After receiving some e-mail's, we came up

wilh a solution to bring up ihe PSU to the

magic 5v, I'he components to change are some

of the electrolytic capacitors around the 5v

output side of the PSU. There arc five in all,

three 2200uf 25v, one lOOOuf 16v, and one

470uf 25v (ul'= microfarad). I replaced the old

capacitors with high temperature radial types.

Our model of I2SD (European, plaslic case)

has a "switch mode" power supply, and they

128D S^ICJi Mcda PSU layoui.
Par I M.o 6U 113-5-OJ DOB

1 also r&ccorrrond changma fhasa tuo

fl ■ TO" 35Qu
B 00W 15QQ

u ac Transformer

Front

lose volts over the years as do all PSU's.

It's very easy lo remove ilie PSU in the 12SD.

When you remove ihe lid of the I2SD, it is the

metal box in ihe bottom left comer, Remove the

front panel which is fixed by 3 small screws and

pull off the drive lever. Then you can remove

the PSU which is held in by 4 small screws and

unplug the connectors. Remember to take note

of the connections when you unplug Ihe

connectors, although you can't really go wrong-

After removing the PSU and taking off the lid,

you will see on the 5v output side of the power

supply and the 5 large, electrolytic capacitors.

These tend to become '"leaky" over the years

and can drag down the voltage slightly.

To replace these capacitors, you will have to

remove the PCB (printed circuit board) from

the box, but again it's very easy. It's only

attached in ihe case with some screws and is

easily removed. Or you could take ihe PSU to a

repair shop and ask them lo change the

offending parts. The parts are very cheap and

arc easily available from any electronics shop,

but make sure you buy good quality capacitors.

PLEASE NOTE

These capacitors are polarized, i.e., they have a

positive and a negative terminal. So before you

take out ihe old ones, make a note of which way

they go and mark the PCB accordingly. The

best way is lo replace [hem one al a lime, 1

would also recommend lhai you cheek for "dry

or dull joints" (cold solder joints) and resolder

them where necessary while you have ihc PCB

out of its case.

Double-check your work and then reassemble

your 12813 and check al! is well. Now you can

connect up everything else, RL/SCPU/RIEU,

etc., and check the volts. On my system the

volts went up from around 4.93v lo 4.98v. It

does not sound a lot, but il has made all the

difference.

1 cannoi guarantee [his modification will work

for you, but it has cured all my RL/SCPU/REU

problems I have had over the Iasl few months.

So why not give il a go?

Note for 128DCR users

The same can be done to the US version (metal

case) 128DCR, but because I have not seen one,

1 can't help. I believe il does not use a "switch

mode" PSU, just the normal type PSU, bui it's

still worth finding the large electrolytic

capacitors that "smooth" the 5v line and

replacing them. Even standard PSU's lose volts

with age! Remember we arc talking small

amounts.

Thanks musi go to Raymond Carlsen for his

advice/lips and to Wcmcr Wcicht for passing

the information to me for ihu best place to

measure the 5 volts.

Additional NOTES...

I would also recommend changing ihe large

electrolytic capacitor marked "A" and Ihc

smaller one marked "B" shown in the diagram.

The value for "A" = IOOuft«( 350v and "B"

0.01 @ L.5K.Y (15011 VOLTS) !! Thai's why

there is a high voltage warning!!!

There seems to be three types of "switch mode"

PSUs for our I28D's, bul if you follow the

simple rules and replace ALL the large value

electrolytic capacitors around the Sv section,

you should sec a good increase in volts. {nut)



This month, we'll take a look at

some common issues and

questions you might have with

standard floppy drives, and

touch on some of the less

common forms of disk storage.

r Starters
Di$fi Doctor

by Jason Compltm

Even if you're perfectly satisfied with your

trusty old 1541, there are still a few

things you might want to keep in mind for

the months and years ahead.

The Incredible Initialize

If you've ever used a DOS wedge, or read the

manual for your floppy drive, or done mueh

of anything on your own with disk and lile

management, you know that there are a

number of commands you can send to the

disk drive. If you don't have ;i DOS wedge,

typically you send commands to the drive

like this:

OPEN 15,8,15,"<command>"

CLOSE 15

where 8 is replaced by a higher number if

you're using more than one drive on your

system. The OPEN command opens up a

communication channel to the disk drive's

internal brain, sends the command you issue

in quotes, then closes that communications

channel (a very important step - it lets the

disk drive get back lo normal operation.) If

you have a DOS wedge, you gel to skip all

that typing and simply type:

@<command>

which is far more convenient. If you're not

using a DOS wedge in BASIC already, they

can be found on almost any major utility

cartridge, as well as on the "Test/Demo

disks" that come with all floppy drives.

Most people usually use DOS commands to

do things like rename or delete files, or to

format disks. But the most innocuous

command is actually one of the most useful:

the Initialize command, "I".

The 1541 manual just says that the

"Initialize" command "returns the disk drive

to the same state as when powered up,™ That

doesn't tell you anything useful. What you

should know is that it helps the disk drive

adjust to new disks that have been inserted

into the drive.

In a perfect world, any Commodore disk put

in any Commodore drive should work just

fine. [Slit that's not the case. Drives can drift

out of alignment, which also causes the data

they write to .skew on the disk. And

sometimes, reading from disks thai have

been written in differently aligned drives can

"confuse" the drive into looking at new disks

the wrong way. When this happens, you

usually get a "Drive not ready" error, or

sometimes you'll get various "Read Errors."

Sometimes you can fix this problem by

switching the drive on and off, but this

causes unnecessary wear.

When you know for sure that a disk is

actually good, but doesn't seem to work in

your drive especially after you've

successfully read different disks there, try a

quick Initialise (either with Ol'HN

15,8,15,'T":CLOSE 15 if you don't have a

wedge, or @I if you do.) Il doesn'l fix ail

problems, but it can save you a lot of

headaches on quirky disks. And remember

that many application programs have DOS

command channels, so if you're in your

favorite program and it's having trouble

loading and saving to your project disks, try

to send an Initialize command. A quick Hash

of the drive access light later, and you just

might be ready to go!

Disk Drive Compatibility

Have you ever seen '"Commodore-

compatible" floppy drives advertised and

wondered exactly what they meant by

"compatible"?

Commodore (loppy drives actually have

computers inside them: they have their own

CPU, memory, and mini operating system.

That means they can be programmed -

programmed to increase disk access speed,

programmed to access disks in an

unconventional manner (such as for copy

protection purposes), or even to lake some of

the workload oft of the main computer. This

makes them versatile anil flexible, and it also

makes them difficult to replicate perfectly.

Most "Commodore-compatible" lloppy

drives are not completely compatible,

because they are unable to recreate each and

every quirk and nuance of the original 1541

drive, liven Commodore's late-model 1541-

11 disk drive has a few compatibility

problems. The most successful compatible

drives are those lhat in essence stole

Commodore's ROM code (the operating

system of the disk drive) and used it in their

own drives. Oceanic was infamous for this.

The less compatible drives work line in

BASIC and with programs that use standard

disk access routines, but often choke on

more elaborate copy protection or disk turbo

schemes. Some, like the Oceanic FSD-2 (or

"Excclerator Plus") work with virtually all

custom disk access methods.

There are good reasons to think about adding

a compatible drive to your system. They're

usually smaller and generate iess heat than

standard 1541s when they have external

power supplies. Many have DIP switches for

setting the drive number (Commodore didn't

start doing that until the 1571 and 1541-11.)

You may also be able lo find one for cheaper

than a Commodore drive because they were

cheaper to begin with, or because they are an

unusual brand. Hut remember that for

compatibility, the classic 1541 is still the

best.

Next month, we'll take a look at what you

need to know about other forms of disk

storage (including 3.5 inch floppy drives,

hard drives, even RAM-based file storage)

and more important issues. If you have any

questions for Just lor Starters, please e-mail

jcompton@xnet.com

m



Being idle at 20 MHz

Basically, you can think of things like

! the SCPU is working at 20 MHz

while the computer connected to it slicks to I

MHz. llboih machines arc to communicate

with each oilier, Hie SCPU has no choice but

lo slow down to the lower speed. In most

cases tliis means waiting for the C64. It

would be very wasteful to squander the turbo

cartridge's additional power with being idle,

which is why CMD has provided aid ment to

avoid exactly this. However, ihe most

efficient thing to do would be to have a look

at the facts yourself so that your programs

can comply with the SCPU as best as

possible. The first question that arises then

would be when do we have to communicate

with the computer at all?

The Helpful Spirits

In the computer there are a lot of specific

ICs, those that really make a C64 a C64. The

VIC provides the graphics, the SID takes

care of the sound, and the CIAs handle input

and output. If you want to access one of

these, a physical exchange of information to

and from Ihe SCPU is required. The actual

C64 CPU is not important here, because it is

replaced by the SCPU and therefore

deactivated. The 65816 is the one and only

boss in town then.

All that's left then is the memory, which is

kind of a problem. RAM and ROM are by far

too slow for 20 MHz, which is why Ihe

SCPU has its own RAM and ROM

complying with these high standards.

However, the original RAM is not totally

unused, as all of you who have dealt with Ihe

optimization modes know. In the C64 it is

not only the processor that accesses the

memory but also the video chip which is

getting its graphics data from there.

Unfortunately, it is impossible for the VIC lo

access the SCPU's internal RAM, and so the

latter lias lo care for mirroring the data to

pans of the C64's memory. Don'l forget lhal

ihe VIC has its own color RAM. Accessing

this also forces an exchange. Thus, there are

more than enough reasons for ihe SCPU to

exchange information with the computer.

...is quite a waste of the SuperCPU. In spite of this, many

programs are running without utilizing the SuperCPU's full speed,

because they are not complying with the SCPU's timing. But what

does this mean in detail? Information about this and the SCPU in

general is offered here!

by Wolfram Sang

(-"ortunately. there is a way to keep this

transfer from delaying things.

The Cache

"Cache'' is ihe name for buffer memory. If

the SCPU needs to send a byte lo the C64, it

writes it io the cache first. The advantage of

this is that the SCPU's processor continues

lo work, because it has gotten rid of that

byte. Instead of the processor, ihe cache now

waits for the C64 to get ready, and only then

it sends the byte, ilence, there is no delay.

The problem is that this cache is bul one byte

in size! Tliis means if the caehe is already

full when the processor wants lo send

another byte to the C64. it has no choice but

to wail for the cache to be emptied before il

is able lo proceed.

This leads to my advice for programmers not

lo write continuously into mirrored memory

addrcsscs. because Ihe SCPU would have to

wait for the caehe to be emptied all the time.

Instead, something useful only dealing with

the SCPU's fast RAM should be performed

in between repealed accesses, liow many

cycles have to be bridged doiog this? CMD

says you should have write access lo

mirrored memory every 19th cycle (sec note

1). This is really something you need lo get

used lo. For instance, ihe two programs in

our text box would need Ihe same time to be

completed in spite of actually having

different running limes in each loop.

You must also be careful when using the 16-

bit registers. If you write a 16-bit value, ihe

processor splits il into two K-bil (read I byle)

sized packages which nre sent away one after

the other. But if the value is lo go into

mirrored memory, ihe things discussed above

will happen. Al the time Ihe second byte

ought to be placed in the cache, the first one

isn't gone yet. The unpleasant result is...

"wait". The same goes for the assembly

language commands MVN and MVP. They

allow for moving memory blocks very fast,

needing but seven cycles for each byte. In

such cases, it could prove to be more

efficient to write your own loops instead of

using one shot! opcode and to additionally

execute some different code while writing to

the mirrored memory thai is being dealt with.

I/O Area

AN things said so far only apply to the

mirrored memory addresses. Within the I/O

area - ihe place where the C64's specific

chips have their registers - everything

changes.

The cache is not touched here. The processor

instantly wails for the next I MHz cycle,

which leads to a one access every 28 cycles.

By the way, this does not only apply to

writing but also to reading! This is because,

unlike ihe mirrored RAM, these registers are

not copied into the SCPU, and the data musi

be fetched from ihe C64 itself.

Unfortunately, this also means that Read-

Modify-Write Opcodes - commands like

1NC, ASL, and TRB which read a memory

address, modify the value, and immediately

write il back - slow down Ihe SCPU twice

during their execution. So lo speed things up.

it may very well be better to separale these

commands into simple actions.

INC SD020

would then, for instance, become

LDX SD02 0

INX



... (22 cycles for doing different

things)

STX $D020

Thai may seem quite strange, hut it's a fact

nonetheless. By the way, iliis behavior in

liming does not only occur with the I/O area

but also when accessing SGI, and if

HI'ROMs are switched on, then in the range

from S8000 to SB1TR

Exceptions

There are two more types of timing. The first

one only applies to writing to SDF01.

SDF21, and SPFOO. These registers are

mainly used by REUs, which require some

special liming behavior due to their DMA

usage. While reading behaves just as within

the I/O area, writing to these registers is

slightly slower.

The second exception is writing to the CIA

registers. Afier waiting there, the SCPU is

halted for about 40 additional cycles. This is

meant to keep it from reading from the CIAs

within the next two 1 Mil/ cycles. If it did,

erroneous values would be returned, because

the CIAs' reaction limes are slowed down.

This is due to Ihe input and output lines of

the CIAs being protected by resistances. By

the way, during these occasions, the SCl'U is

really halted, and you ean't run any code

during this period!

You should also keep in mind the special

status of the color RAM. Usually, you would

expect it to comply to the I/O area timing,

because it is a part of that area. However, this

only applies to the SCPU V1. With the newer

V2, the color RAM is bandied like mirrored

memory. On the one hand, this is quite

useful, because things are .sped up, but on the

Two loops, one speed?

The prerequisite for this comparison is that the range from $0000 to S3FFF is

defined as mirrored memory.

LDX #S0O LDX #S00

L1: L1:

STZ

INX

BNE

$3F00,X

L1

;5

;2

;3

STZ

TXA

STA

STA

INX

BNE

$3F00,X

$010000

$010100

L1

X

X

;5

;2

;5

;5

;2

;3

The sample routine to the left only needs 10 cycles per loop for execution, while

the one to the right needs 22. Nevertheless, both routines require the same

amount of time when running on a SCPU, because both are accessing mirrored

memory which depends on the 1 MHz clock rate. The only difference is that

while the routine to the left spends most of the time waiting, the routine to the

right is going to perform something different yet. Making skillful use of this is the

real art of efficiently programming the SCPU!

other hand, it is quite annoying since it may

cause incompatibility.

There are even more differences between V1

and V2. The V2 device can work at its full

20 MHz when dealing with hardware

registers {SD07x, SDOBx. and SO)) without

having to wait for the next I MHz cycle.

Finally, it can also access the extra RAM

(SD2000-SD3FF) without any delays, while

its predecessor always needed one additional

cycle to do

so.

To be continued...

This should be enough for a lirst entry into

Ihe wonderful world of SC!'U timing. C64

programmers should gel into this first, and it

really pays off. Those who make the SCPU

wail a lot may perhaps only get an increase

of speed by less than hall'ofwhai is possible.

However, those who spend a little bit of

effort can really achieve maximum speed.

The files aren't closed on this topic yet,

because the SuperRAM card's behavior has

to be discussed as well. Some new aspeels

will also be discovered there, In the

meantime, you can stall gelling used to the

concept of half cycles. Explanation soon lo

come here, of course!

[I] www.cmdweb.comkbm/supercpu/siipi'time.pdf
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Tips & Tricks

The USR-Function

what is it goodfor?
One of the most over-looked functions in the Commodore BASIC

repertoire is USR(), the user-defined function. Perhaps it's because

by default it doesn't do anything, or perhaps it's because most

people have never heard of it.

by Peier Karlsson

It is, however, very usefhl for adding functions

to the BASIC, without having to modify the

whole of the BASIC.

An Example

In his 2nd Basic Project, starting in the 8/1999

issue of GO64!, Amdi Detlka mentioned the

lack nf a modulo operator, one that calculates

the remainder of an integer division. In his

example, he managed to do without it, but what

if il were really necessary? Sure, it could be

implemsntsd in BASIC by using a DEF FN

user-defined funciion, or directly in-line using

1NT() and sonic other interesting commands.

Inn iliai is slow.

contents or this vector is initialized to 45640

(hex SB24R), which will just print the

"ILLEGAL QUANTITY" error message on the

screen. To test il out, we can point il to an RTS

instruction, which would jusl return the

argument passed to it. Try this:

POKE 49152,96

put a RTS instruction at 49152 (hex $CQ0O)

POKE 785,0:POKE 786,192

set the tlSRt) vector to SCO00

PRINT USR{42)

should print 42 hack to the screen

A very nice properly aboul the USR() funciion

is that it's always available for redelinition.

even if other BASIC extensions are available.

Thus, using LISRO when all you need is one

function ensures maximum compatibility.

To alleviate ihe speed problem, we could

always try to write the routine in assembly Easter Sunday

code, and call it with SYS. The problem is how

to pass along the arguments, and how to gel [he

result back from the routine. This is where

USRQ comes in; il implicitly takes one

argument and makes il available to your

assembly routine, and il also allows you to

return a result back to BASIC.

Argument Passing

Now, there is just one problem, ihe modulo

operator takes two inpul values, Ihe numerator

and the denominaior. Well, I said that il

implicitly takes one argument, the one within

the parentheses, and while this is true, nothing

slops us from taking our own arguments

outside of the parentheses. We just have to

know our way around the BASIC ROM to call

ihe correct routines.

The implicit argument is passed lo ihe USR()

routine in FACI, Ihe first of BASICS three

floating point accumulators, located at

addresses 97-102 (hex Sfil-S66), which will

also be used lo hold any results generated by

your code.

ld The vector lor the USRQ function is located ai

g addresses 785-78S (hex S311-S312) in the
■y Standard low/high format. Upon startup, the

The date of the (Christiaa) Easter Sunday is

determined by ihe time when ihe full moon

appears in early spring. Thanks lo the nice

regularity of the moon's orbit around die earth,

this date can be calculated by a mathematical

formula (and as a nice coincidence, it heavily

relies on the modulo operator):

A = YEARMOD19

B = YEAR MOD 4

C a YEAR MOD 7

D = (19*A + M) MOD 30

E = (2'B + 4*C + 6-D + N) MOD 7

The sum of D and E gives the dale, counting

zero as 22nd March, with iwo exceptions: If

you get the resull 26th April, or if you get 25th

April with D~28, F.=6 and A greater than ten,

you should subtract one week. The numbers for

M and N depend on the century in question,

according to the table below;

Century M N

1583-1599 22 2

1600-1699 22 2

1700-1799 23 3

1800-1899 23 4

1900-1999 24 5

2000-2099 24 5

2100-2199 24 6

2200-2299 25 0

2300-2399 26 1

2400-2499 25 1

2500-2599 26 2

Implementation

The modulo operator MOD(X.Y) ean be

implemented by calculating X-INT(X/Y)"Y,

which is exactly [he assembly code we are

implementing. We are using a number of the

BASIC ROM floating point routines lo

implement this, since we both receive ihe

arguments and have lo give the reium values in

floating point.

To get the second argument (the denominator)

we lirst call the MOV2F routine to move the

input argument out lo memory, in the BASIC

temporary storage area, addresses 87-91 (hex

57-5B, FAC3). We then call Ihe FRMNUM

routine, which loads Ihe next numeric argument

in ihe BASIC source code and puts il in FACI,

If ihe argument is omitted, it will generate a

SYNTAX ERROR, and if it is not a number, an

expression or a numeric variable, it will

generate a TYPE MISMATCH. This suits our

purposes well.

This tweaking of the inpul arguments will

resull in the synlax USR(X)Y for the

MOD(X.Y) funciion. A problem with ibis

implementation is the operator precedence, to

wrile M0D(X.Y)*2 you need to use an extra

set of parentheses: (USR(X)Y)»2, because

USR(X)Y*2 will be intcrpreled as

MOD(X,Y"2). While Ihis does not look as

good as a "real" implementation of a MOD

function would do, you cannot really add a

MOD function with a correct syntax in only 33

bytes, so we have lo live with il.

The assembly code is available on this month's

cover-disk, as well as an implementation of ihe

Easter Sunday algorithm. Please note thai you

need lo RUN Ihe program once, or issue ihe

command POKE 43,liPOK£ 44,16 lo sec the

BASIC listing, as it loads a custom character

set al the normal sian of BASIC (address 2O4S,

hex $0800). The USR() routine is activated by

SYSing the start address, in this case. SYS

49152.

Recommended Reading

"Mapping ihe Commodore 64" from Compute!

Publications is a good source of information

about what ROM calls are available, as is

Marko MakeHi's Commodore 64 ROM

disassembly. Boili are available for download

from the Project M website

http:Wprojcct64.c64.org (ak)
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Corner

E-mailing with the C64

Here's a letter concerning Niko Malecki's

answer in the 7/99 GO64! issue to Martin

Poleska's question about e-mailing with the

C64:

There's another possibility to get/send e-

mails with C64s and C128s, although it is

less widely known. You can work with a

Questions?

Don't hesitate, just ask the many readers ol

GO64!/Cornmodore World Magazine!

We're pretty sure there is someone out then,

who knows the answer to your question. It

doesn't matter if your question is hardware

or software related, just write it down am

send it to us. We will publish as much BE

possible, and if you wish to, we will also

include your address so that people can

contact you directly.

Our address

CSW Vcrlag

Renders' Corner

Goi'thestriisse 22

D-71364\Vinnenden

Germany

You can also contact us via E-Mail under

go649c64.org

There is also the possibility to participate in

our new mailinglist. For this you will need

an E-Mail access. To subscribe, send a mail

to;

listserv@giga.or.at

with the content:

SUBSCRIBE GO64-LIST Your Name

The mailinglist-address is:

go64-list@giga.or.at

mailbox. There are very lew mailboxes, and

there remains only one that 1 know (if as far

as C64s are concerned; it's my own (I don't

want to hurt any sysops' pride, so tell me if

you know any other mailboxes that oiler this

service!!!) It enables you to write e-mails on

C64s and C128s using average oil-line

readers. The only special feature you have to

pay attention to is the way you have to

address your e-mails.

You can easily read/write e-mails off-line, k

is also possible to download FTP and HTML

files. Everything is sent to a pscudo address

that gets things on the Net; only e-mails go

directly on the Internet. I have to admit that

tiie mail delivery times are not all too fast,

because I have to make a phone call every

time to send them on the Internet. Normally

these calls are between 6 pm to 3am CUT.

which leaves the possibility to answer the

messages the same day you get them. This is

the only service you have to pay for on my

mailbox (there are also FIDO-. GF.OS- and

CBMNct), because ! have to pay For the

phone connection. Complete access costs 3

DM per month which is still cheaper by far

than a connection via 1-online (I'm not a

shark; 1 haven't been making any profits on

the mailbox for five years now!), You can

define the part of the e-mail address left of

the @ in any way lliat you want. Only the

domain to the right of the (Wj is fixed;

SachsenGEOS.FIDO.DE. Anyone

interested can contact me; the mailbox

number is +49 (0) 341-26135R9 (open 24

hrs.). The telephone number is -49 (0) 341-

2612789.

Reni Schwarii'

Seikosha SL 80-VC

Not too long ago, 1 bought a used Seikosha

SL80-VC pin printer which has two DIP

switches. Can anyone send me the correct

position of the switches'.' Who can help me1.'

I would be grateful for any letters, or I could

call you at night from S-12 pm.

Wilfrid! Sopart

Baerstr, 8

O-J72'J0Mei.isnerAbiera<Ie

Germany

Tel +49 5657 378

Who can help?

A floppy that starts to work by itself

and other problems

Here's an update to Hansjorg Meduna's

problem in the 4/99 GO64! issue. He had a

lloppy drive that started working without any

given reason.

I was really satisfied to find my question and

my suggestion in the 4/99 issue. In the

meantime. 1 discovered the reason why the

floppy 1541 drive started working without

any reason and only functioned properly

again after turning it off {and losing the

program). The fault was in the mains power

supply. The operational voltage of 6 volts

jumped to H.3 volts all of a sudden. The

voltage control 1C had to be out-of-order.

The required voltage of 6 volts was there

again after restarting the floppy drive. I had

to buy a new mains power supply.

I've got two more questions. The writing on

some of the Commodore 64's keys lias begun

to disappear. I tried to restore the signs on the

keys with a special pen for writing on plastic

(l.umoeolor 3 IK waterproof). But the ink

doesn't stay on for long. Who could tell me a

belter way of restoring the writing?

Are there any further GEGS graphics (clip

arts) apart from the Mega Pack 1 & 2 and

Tommy's Superscanner?

Hansjorg Meduna

Concerning the GEOS graphics, there are

tons of other graphics collections, most of

them available everywhere as part of public

domain collections in all kinds of GEOS

libraries. We tested two of the available

graphics collections in the GO64! 4/98 issue

- the Mystery Art Collection (available from

Ciiinther Rauscher, Grieswang 3, A-3262

Wang, Austria for 20 marks) and the Big

Clip Art Collection (39.95 marks from the

GEOS Users Club, Moerser Str. II, D-46286

Dorsten, Germany),

GO64! editors

Do you know it?

Do you know the answer to a published

question? Are you able to help? Write it

down, mention the issue number and the

title of the question. We are happy with

every single letter we get, and by writing,

you are actively supporting other readers

and therefore the C64 scene. Don't hesitate!

Send your answer to our address via snail

mail or E-Mail, or participate in our mail-

inelist.



Turbocard

Not long ;igo somebody gave me a small C64

system (with a Turbocard by RoGmfiller).

There weren't any manuals. The system

works line; only the program execution has a

severe fault that's definitely getting on my

nerves. There is a continuous flickering of

the screen, ;is though the synchronization

was oni-of-time. I've already changed the

mains power switch, hut Ihe fault has

remained. Some programs that include still

images do not show the Bickering. Of course,

it is hard to diagnose the difficulty from afar,

but can anybody give some helpful advice to

solve the problem? Anyone who wants to

contact me personally, please ask the

editorial Staff filT my address.

G. Keuenhof

Who can help here?

The CMD SuperCPU - it's got a will

of its own!

Let's think back to Herbert Hock's problems

with the power supply in the 7/99 issue and

to the article about power supplies in the 10/

98 issue.

1. The power supply jack you were looking

for is still available, i.e. al Kessler Klektronik

in Meiner/hagen or at Reichelt Elektronik in

Sande. It is the usual seven-pin DIX jack and

costs about 1 Mark. A built-in jack really

looks belter than a cord that's hanging from

the case, doesn't it?

2. Here's a general trick for building your

own power supplies. Normally, they tend to

be much better than the originals because of

their higher amperage, so you should not try

to imitate the kind of economy class wiring

with only four wires that ihc originals use.

Nearly all Cf>4s (except for the really antique

ones where one of the 5 volt wires is not

connected) have a power supply jack with

three ground wires and two -t-5V wires. To be

on the safe side, you should use the five

wires. The full wiring looks like this;

A Virus in GEOS?

IVfl been using GEOS for about a year.

Recently, I opened tile C1O64! cover disk

from issue 7/99 from the system disk and

printed the order form and the questionary.

From that day, an error keeps on occuring

when 1 work with GLOS: load error on

system disk (system error near Sbf41). It

happens regularly; by now, I can't even boot

the system disk. I can only boot using the

backup system disk, but even with it, the

above error near Sl'i-l I appears from lime to

time.

Something else has happened: My trusty

MI'S 1230 printer slatls to malfunction more

and more frequently: it starts printing with a

paragraph sign in the first line, and alter that,

it prints double-shifted. Sometimes it prints

control characters in the middle ofa line, just

to go on printing as usual some time later.

Could this be a virus?

Harry Ehreuham

To the lirst topic: 1 instantly noted thai you're

booting from the original boot disk, liven

though this is not actually wrong, il's still not

recommendable. It also seems to me that you

used 10 write onto lliis disk, which you

9V

GND

-5V

GND

9V

GND

+5V

should avoid doing by all means. Writing to

the GEOS system disks is delicate because

they have a copy protection applied to them,

which can be damaged by writing accesses,

If this happens, the system thinks at boot

lime that it's an (illegal) copy, and refuses to

slart. It's a well-known problem in the GEOS

scene, and I had to make the same

experience. The best you can do is to make

backup copies of your original disks that are

still working. There is sofiware for this

purpose, CMD's 'GeoMakeHoot' for

example, available from software retailers at

a price around SI 2. After making the backup

copies the original disks should be stored

safely in a cupboard (or a safe?)

I'm also familiar with Ihe second problem,

however, it's not likely it has something to do

With the printer; it rather seems to me thai

the geoWrite lile involved is corrupted: it

contains characters that aren't displayablc on

the screen but appear on the printout because

the printer doesn't know what to do with

them. You can resolve the problem by

deleting and retyping ihe affected parts of the

text. Sometimes, the problem with the

paragraph sign occurs when printing a

geoWrite document that contains a corrupted

image.

NIkolaui Men. GOM!

Hardware

Nicolas Welte

*■** The Computer-Specialist
***

C16 -C116 -PLUS/4- 1541 - 1551 - 1571 - 1581 - C64-

Drucker- 1530 -1531 -VC20 -C128-C128D -PC

Software

Free-. PD-. Shareware,

userprograms, data-transfer. RS232.

Centronics. superbaso. FIG-

'tinter-Spooler. Books, 256KB RAM

Extension for P4, C16-C116-P4-C64-

1541-1551-1581 cuchange-unlts and

PCBs. Mouse with adapters and driver. FOURTH. LOGO. ULTRA-FORTH.

RS232-Cenlronics+data transfer ;Game- USA- + Hungaria Soft.

nlerfaces. with software, increased I Turbotape Super for 64KB C16/C116.

powerunits, 1200 + 1400 mA forjAII disks total full wilh 170KByte.

16/C116, romHsting 3.5 . mailbox-iPrograms each 9.50 DM. GEOS,
working, EPROMs.lPAOS for P4, Sound, speach and

handbooks*manuals, module,imodulsoft. Original GEOS 3.5 for
oysticks. disks, IEC468 interface. P4 in C16/C116/Plus4 + 1551, copy and

German. 64KB REU for C16/C116. crackprograms. machine-language.

'Das grolie PLUS4 Buch" for 19.50 CALC * SCRIPT in German, nibbier.

DM, "Das grolic CB4 Buch" for 29,80.etc.

DM, dataset-justage II

anlal offers: Power supplies, printer. Discount (or disks'

C16/C116. monitors, computers, 5 10 15 20 30 50 75 pieces

floppie-heads, PCBs 1541 II, 1520 25 30 40 50 60 % discount

Commodore iCs. transislors, etc. now only 9.50 DM PER DISK

Repair and service: Advising service daily 9 am to 8 pm
Repair from 29.50 DM -> material in 24 houre. All original sparoparts niodul Cable,

atiaptors. RAMs, plugs, extensions, single parts Floppy repair (roin 3Q.50 DM +
matonal. Keyboards, modulators, crystals, all power supplies, enhancing-units and
PCBs. LED*, circiiit-fliagrams. ICs, poddle'caDIo for 1S51, paddlo-sticks (or CS4.

oprom-banks with 12< switch and 2/6 sol places, snielding (or 1551 for noises,

keyboard cleaning, utility mooules witli your own software or standards.

One everytime new bonus-disk per ordor and informations with

lips and tricks and our big advising service for the costumers

*** ELEKTRONIK - TECHNIK ***
*** Ing. Uwe Peters VD1/DGQ

Tannonwcg 9. D-24610 Trappnnkamp, Gormany

Tel.: 0049 43 23/39 91 FAX/MODUM/DFU 4415



CMD WAREHOUSE BARGAINS
-■ -

CMD's Warehouse Baisalns include nanyhard-lo-findustd and (wheretioitd)n*»

items, in most cases wo hive only oneonwo ofeach itHTi in siork.sobesureirj place

yimi onli'i brl'iire your sck-i'lionlusbrcn taken! A minimum (micro! BO.OO applies

to all WarehouseSaleorders.SWppingchargMare not included in liw prices shown.

(SeeOur main advertisement r/s™ Jic-ri- fn this issue forshipping inhnnsiHui).

TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY ON THESE ITEMS

n'fmuls. $thems listed here are said "us-is". and all sales arefinal Prices andspectfiaulans

subjtet W douse without none-: Xot responsible for rrpQgnplilcetBTOrs

BOOKS

SSCO

y SSCO

Basic Computer Games S6W

C128 Computer Aided Design torn) 58 00

C&JProgrammersReleienceGuiJo S2500

Commodore 64 Favorite Programs Explained ..$1000
Commodore 6-1 F« Kids fcoai BIO 80 .SSW

Comrodoie&i Games Bo» SSOO

CommodcieM Ftwjrams for tie Home . S8C0

Compiles First Beck cl C=&S Soirt SG/aptes $10 OO

CbntjitfesSeMndBookofCemmodoreH S10W

Cotnjiuie* Seoond Bock of Mactiine LangLage SIOCO

"Guide to Cars, Feeding and Trajiingof C-64* S600

HowToUsoThoCcmmMoreWCompule' .

Inside Comiralore DOS

Ostono I Usefs Relpence Glide

SupertaseThcBK*

The Elementary Cornnote 64

The Offce! Book Of King's Ouest-Qavenay

Using SProgrammng the CM

UN

YourCommWore&t-AGusletotheC&4

SIOCO

StO.CO

S15 00

$1000

S100D

S10 00

$8(0

SIOOO

SIOCO

BUSINESS

64 Powipack'NEW $10.00

Belter Woifei*) File (Report (new) . $1500

Business System-Sates Ana'ysis Management SIOCO

Oatamanager 128 SIS CO

Daarraraga 123 S20 DO

Da'4marH9H2|ne#) SI5C0

Easy Finarce I $500

EPYX Mlrosott Mullen Spreadsneet StO.CO

Financial Cookbook-MEW SBOO

General Ledger lor IM C=61-NEW S15 00

Paperback Filet 64 $1000
PapatoacKPIamerW SIOCO

Pajrabies-tortrie C=6J'NEW SIB CO

PfennefsCtace-PasonalKannng System S300

Powei As-#«)W-(new) SIO CO

PratKaKM S5C0

Practealc-ineiv) $1000

farffttt-inm) Siooo
Receivables loiUiefcW-NEW $15.00

RUN PtWirtivity Pak II SB CO

SileniBulto (Che* Wrting system) . . S15C0

Supertax 51a rier-NEW £10 CO

S?0 03

Sioco
TheGonsdlanliDaaiase Management) 51500

TheBtoctaouriBiH SI5 00

TheHoaeBarter S1000

The Home Manager S1000

ThsManager Siooo
TheV/arrj Uachm&Hame Machra (new) 55 CO

Kuccalc SS CO

CARTRIDGES

Ait m The Cotor Caves SlOOO

Alpha Buikf SIOCO

Big B.rdi Special Delweiy SIOOO

Bubble Burs) SIOCO

Dragsnsden $800

FawnaKS'lnw] Siooo
Heskit _ S1000

KUiO-nKeyS-(nen) ...- $1000

Kirriercorco $1000

Lemans SB CO

LmwnjLoje SiOCO

Uacti&Cartndge S1SW

Maslertypc (new) S10W

MSPac-Man $600

PinhalsSpectacular SBOO

Hacar Rat Race $800

SeaSpete SiDCO

Speed BinooMasi $1000

TheFralCanndge S15M

L'pSAM'em SIOOO

CftHTRIDGE5(NoDoci|

Blueprail $800

Clowns $600

DwksAnoy J6C0

KirWcrcomp SB CO

Lemans . S800

UnteigLoge SBCO

MagfcDertl S8W

h'azoMasier _ SBCO

Men«fy Manor ,... ,.„ S3C0

Popej'a S3C0

SpKd.flnjj Malh $800

UpiAdeem. „ $800

Vic^O-Hesware-GMriirfier S500

ftiS-Avenger E5C0

» Lamer SSCO

S3 CO

DESIGN

Awardware $8.00

Delia Dramng-(rew) 5500

Jingle Disk- NEW $600

Printer's Dmsi for Puni Snop $800
TheCfinstmasKit-NEW S10W

The Newrrxm SIOCO

TheNe«raom(ne*) Si 5 CO

The PnrfSfeo SIS 00

The Print Shop Companion $1000

DISK UTILITY

. . $500

SS 00Disk Utilities

EDUCATIDNALfCHILDREN

CoflipLiw Science
Early Learning Fnends

Easy Lesson and Easy Qua . ... .

En^shl
ENGLISH II

FiislMenonlhcMoon-Math-lnew)

Grade A Mam

In Search of tie Most Ama/inj Ttiinj-(new).

Jungle Book Rsading.inew) . . .

KS

UasiBustas

MECC EipOditiOns

MECCOjfllLake

Pa'nl-A-Rhjme-fcr lk mih Koala Pad-(WJi)

PBttSRJi

S5W

StO 00

S5O0

$500

SSOO

$600

55 00

SfiCO

S6M

MB

S3CO

S80O

S300

$300

$600

S600

S600

$500

56 CO

SIOCO

SI00O

SEQO

S3 00

)S600

WeatherT;mes$ $300

Where In Europe s Carmen San Diego (nen1) S20 00

Where in the USA s Carren Sa'Mieg; S20 CC

Where nneVVwid is Carmen Sin D«go(ne*j SSCO

VJuaraolVftrds SIOCO

GAMES

20 Solid GMJ CW12S EntertaimentHits SIOOO

20 Sohd GoM HiB -6 Drsks S1000

Aliens $4 00

Amnesia. $600

Arction S1000

g)

Sraojor Troops Case «i (new)

SmraerTiMpsCase"?
S •! inenl

y7

TneArgos EipMiW

E6 CO

Salman SIOCO

Batman-TheCaped Crusadei $10 CO

Beachhead S600

BttoTheRmt(NEW) $1000

tortfZork-NEW S6C0

BtodMon?y-NEW ..._ S6C0

BliaAngeS-Fomasonniglil Simulate! SIOOO

BopNWreste-NEW . S6M

Bureiuoaey SlOW

Cavemanygh-lymfK* .,., $4 CO

Cfcampiensh? Basetal S6 00

Championsr;ipGi)ll(neiv). .. .,„ SSCO

Championship Wresiling SSOO

Chomp (new) W00
Classic Concentrator! S600

CommoosreHCTestP*I-NEW E600

CcntctnVstram-NEW _ S6C0

"-.—-..-- ;■.;:.. SJCO

Oossf.re H00

SSCO

MCO

Demon's Wmier S6C0

Dig Dig yoo

Fi5Shke£agle SiOCO

Fan . . . ._ $600

Fist-TheLegerB ConbriBs SSOO

Fi^tSmulaiorlt S15W

GBA Cterppcnshp BaskeiteJ-? en JNEW S600

QFLChampcnWipFoctMl S6M

GoW Pecom Race (ne«) 56 CO

Grand Prix Circuit-(new) SIOCO

Guerilla (new) S6 CO

Hacker S4M

Hatd3al[(w*) S6C0

Heartland (new) S6C0

ttcjiRote-NEW So CO

to*anllneDiidt-AtaflturewVotew!&ra »CO

Irwders o'trie Lost TomtHlnwi S6C0

Jack Kicksiis Greatest 13 Holes of CM-NEW 56 CO

Jaws S6M

Jeopardy-Junior Editw S6W

JohnEiway'sQuaiterhack S6C0

JoidanvsBird SIOOO

Kara:eChca (nen1) S600
KngscllWBeacnine*) S600

■-:-:-. S6C0

Kung FuihStciiol Death (new| 56 CO

$6C0

S6C0

Lords of ConquesHiBw) ..„ $600

Lords Of Ccnquesi-.NEW $6.00

Mean Sheets SIOCO

Megaplay Vobme 1 $4,00

Minil Man SE CO

MisderByreDwen S8C0
Navy Seal 56 W

Kny5ad(WV) S300
Operatcn'.VtiinwimJ $600

Patrwwds $600
PomrDnlt $j 00

Ficdator .. S600

PresrfentilCampari SSOO

Pr-^oci Swce Stawn yCO

O-BopjM! S€W

Ch {new) Si CO

S4CO

S4C0

$600

Ramtrelll $4.00

RirtSanjeious SJ.CO

RotberscimeLostTomb jj.00
Sarmon $600

Sargori «.(■«*■) S600
SatgonlB ne«) $soo

ScwawVokyintwt S6C0
;--■- sew

SiNtSmto SIM

SkyFoi . $6 CO

Snowsinks-NEW S6W

Spriwman $4.(0

$603

S6C0

S6C0

S4 00

SJCO

Si*ers:a: Ice HKkey $6 CO

SuspwdeS-AOyoserKNighlrrara . SSCO
SivordofFargoal S4.C0

Tar; Team Wresllmg SJCO

TET3I5 $6CO

&1CO

Tra Lords elMijnigftl S6C0

The PrciicwiiT is Missing (new) S5C0

TteMiiklsGrsaieslBweMJGarne S4.C0
Thm Rdge-NEW S6 CO

Times ol Lore 54. CO

TiBn-NEW S6C0

ToalEciipselre*} SSCO

Iterate Wizard 56 CO

Wai in Kiddie EartvNEW . . 56.CO

wfeaotFom,™ _ S-sco

Wild StecS-NEW 56CO

WKdFtyet S6C0

Z-Pilol HCO

Zenji S6C0

Zorkl SSOO
Zorkll £10.00

2cfkiii-NEw ..._ saoo

GEOS

Dcskpackl-NEW .SIOOO

Fontpack t-HFiV 51000

GEO6ASIC (new) SIOOO

HARDWARE

1351 Mouse wiManual no dsk S20 CO

1702 Monitor -Ceter 40 Column-relurtiished 539 CO

S139CO

S30CO

Assorted JoysSSs 55.00

C1!6DKe)D05ris(NEW) S6995

C128D Keyboarrjs-RE FURBISH ED $5995
C64 Keyboard (NEW) S4995

Cfi4 KoyhoaW IrefurtishM) $39 95

CPU64VeisionlBaseModd £13900

Daiasens 55 CO

EPVKrastioadCartre^n.W^niat . SIOOO

Homenrtei 10 Pwer a namal H5 CO

KmS Pad Cnty no eta S20 CO

XXP10801 Fnn!er $75 CO

LaseMSOEPrinter 530C0

Magic Mouse „.. $10.00

Magic Voce Speech Module.. $5000
Murtjplewr ,.. .S5000

Okjmale 10 Color Printer *i'manual,disk.nbtions $45 CO

Supa EiparMet 6i $800

TneVoceMessengei-SpMcnH S2000

Used StrnLse eases feiCemwdore 61 S1000
VKMQDEMfcfViaO SS.tB

MISCELLANEOUS

10 Assorted Commodore Marjannes 1385-66 .. $10.00

64Dcd« £500

HcmeVideoPrMisef SiO.OO
Warn Mast -NEW £600

LCADSTA=lD£lS'-16i566.6?.6B SIOCO

SyrShesound&i. . . $6.00

VcSOCasserte-hMBBasKPjrt; . SIOCO

MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE

Aerobics $6.00

Bobsterm Pro (new) S10.CO

Cimmodoie .... $500
CommodWeTecliroBgy 65 00

Mgac Consmxtw Kit ES 00
SAT Sxia ImpfovsiTSKil System S5 CO

Wnie.F&PaklMI . S8C0

PROGRAMMING

Betier Worting Pou'er Msemtler SIOCO

GEOBASIC(new) SIOCO

HesTOre■ GraphicsE«SC SIOOO

InMdiKncnlsBASICPartl .. ..Sam

Oifc-d 3a5JC SIOCO

0>KrtI Pascal $10 CO

SirransBasi: S10W

Sta.t tagramEHG iv GortwarU dm UcndlfS S5 CO

WORD PROCESSING

EasyScnpt S5C0

MasieiiypesVJr.ter SSCO

Mirage CorKepls-Worc Processor -P.-cfessorvil S10 CO

Oudigttus Pages-MEW . S2) CO
STp!D!essit™i S500

n wwu Pmeaa siooo
Tnc pimlM Word SSCO

THeWhKSiL-fltSa-NEW
Wsrd Writer m

WcrdWnlor6-.NEV/ . SIS00

Wordpro 3 PI-js'64 N£'.V .. .. S1SC0

WoKJpranljiWUaaiSave'NEW .. S15M
Wrners Cn;ice .. S3 CO



Shatter

the 1MHz

Barrier
20 MHz Accelerators

ore 64 &128

Breathes New Life into your

Commodore 64 or 128

Increases System Performance

' 22Times

i Sluggish Old Programs

Quick and Useful

Take Your Commodore Into The Next Millenium!

Programs will suddenly spring to life, screens and menus pop

up instantly, scrolling becomes fluid, and graphics fly A

Commodore equipped with a SuperCPU is like having a
Volkswagon with a V-8 There's one small dilference: the

SuperCPU rides much smoother. And while the SuperCPU

provides your computer with a radical increase in horsepower

(up to 22 limes faster), its operating system makes that power

easy to use by maintaining compatibility with most existing

programs and by making itself virtually transparent to the user

and ihe computer

Looking to the future. Ihe powerful 65816 microprocessor

gives programmers vast new resources to create powerful
and sophislicated software. With its 16-bit registers, up to 16

Megabytes of system memory and an enhanced instruction

set based on the 6502 core, the SuperCPU makes it easy to

enhance existing software while providing the muscle needed
to create a whole new generation of Commodore programs

integrating more extensive graphics, sound and animation

To get the most from your existing programs and to get ready

for the future with just one puchase, get a SuperCPU. You'll

wonder why you waited this long!

SuperCPU E«-4 S179.OO*

SupehCPU 12B SS3S.OO*

•prices do nol include shipping

Features:

■ High-speed microprocessor. 128K or 256K of fast RAM.

advanced hardware logic, and up to 512K ROM enable
you to run all types of existing commercial software at

speeds up io 22 times faster than stock machines.

• BASIC programs, including most Bulletin Board Systems,

seem to run as last as machine language, and compiled

BASIC programs run faster than ever!

• Commercial machine language programs (databases,
spreadsheets, word processors, telecommunications,

graphics, etc.) run so fast that you'll think you're running

them on a completely different computer!

■ GEOS comes alive—No typing or scrolling delays, graphic

operations happen instantly, plus faster printing and disk

access1 Includes an enhanced GEOS setup utility!

■ Easy-to-use. Plug it into your cartridge port" and start

working —no special adjustments needed.

■ Built-in JiffyDOS Kernal boosts disk access speed up to
15 times faster with JiftyDOS-equipped drives.

■ Pass-thru port provides compatibility with RAMLink,

SwiftLink. Turbo-23 2, REUs and other cartridges.

■ Unit Enable/Disable, JiffyDOS On/Otf. Normal/Turbo, and

Reset switches make using the SuperCPU a snap!

"■Additional MMU SuparAtiapter installation required for 12B version.

SuperRAM Card (0 MB) S79 • 4 MB S114 • 8 MB $139 • 16 MB S179

SuperCPU 64 w/SuperRAM (0 MB) S219 • 4 MB S254 • 8 MB S278 • 16 MB S318

SuperCPU 128 w/SuperRAM (0 MB) S279 • 4 MB S314 • 8 MB S338 • 16 MB S378

Prices do not include shipping and are subject to change without notice. Not responsible (or typographical errors.

.<


